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Vallas racks in a close second
Molly Parker
Daily Egyptian
Northwest side Congressman RtJ<l.
Bbgoje,ich rolled in the Democrat primary
nomination in a last minute battle that raged
until after midnight, racking in a majority of
votes in Southern Illinois and enough support
in the north to claim victory.
Paul Vallas, former CEO of the Chic:igo
public schools, conceded just after midnight to
Blagoje,ich after. he failed to secure enough
votes downstate and in the metro-cast area.
Roland Burris, in liis third attempt for the gov·
ernor's scat, crossed the finish line in third
place.
The race, a clear victory for Blagojevich, was
also a win for the downstate supporters packed
into the Local 318 Union Hall in Marion.
An energetic crowd of about 50 Blagojevich .
fans watched the television anxiously as the·
results flip-flopped between Blagojevich ·and .
Vallas as the results were tabulated.
Rod Blagojevich received 37 percent of the
Demoaatic votes, followed by Vallas .with..J4
percent and Burris in Im place with 29 percent
of the vote. & of press time,..2,7_perccnt _of. :·
Illiiiois~precfocts had been accounted for.
Early in the night when things· began· look·
ing positive for Blagojevich, supporter Rowena
.Montgomery took to the stage to show-off her
Tasmanian Devil impersonatjoii.
•You want to embarrass me, don't you?• she
said to the crowd and then started into a whirl·
wind chant.
·
•southern Illinois is carrying Rod
Blagojevich, now let's win it for Rod
Blagojevich; she said.
While Blagojevich's ,vin was more like a last
minute grunt than a Tasmanian devil sweep, he
won nonetheless after raising more than twice
as much money as his rivals.
Demoaats hope Blagojevich has what it
takes to replace the Republican scandal-bruised
Gov. George H. Ryan in the general election
and ,finally enjoy a reign at the top after 25
yem of Republican rule.
. ·
He will face Attorney General Jim Ryan iri
Soo DEMOCRAT, page 12
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After being passed · countless basketballs and T-shirts to autograph, Jermaine Dearman is surprised to see
4-year-old Lauren Pavelonis_passed'down the line for his signature at the pep rally in the SIU Arena Tuesday night

Jim Ryan nabs Republican nomination
Ginny Skalski

Ryan is finishing up his second consecutive term as attorney
general, where he focused his
The Jim Ryan supporters who cffons on battling child abuse and
gathered at the Jackson County domesticviolcnceaswcllascreat·
Rcpublic:m Headquarters weren't ing anti-gang initiatn"CS.
very boisterous when it became
. The Republican primary has
apparent that their candidate been filled with negati\"e attacks,·
sccurcJ the Republican nomina· most of which were aimed by
tion for governor Tuesday night.
opponents Wood and 01, fallC):
But as Ryan supporter Susie Wood and O'Malley attacked
Tebow put ir, while the primary Ryari Thursday bcc:iusc he did
dcction seemed an e:uy win, the not participate in a debate with
· Ryan camp still has the general them. Ryan said he only agreed to
participate in three debates and
election to get through.
CBS/Chicago Sun-Times was busy campaigning Thursday.
polls ha,-c shown Ryan ahead of .
During the debate, O".Malley
Republican opponents Sen. accused Rpn of l=ing know!•
. Patrick O'.Malley and Lt. Gov. edge about Gov. George Ryan's
· Corinne \Vood by a substantial infamous invoh-cment in the
amount since mid-Febt\lal); lcav- licenses-for-bribes scandal and
ing few of his supporters shocked did not do arij'lhing about it.
when he clinched the Republican
Rym supporter Nancy Rife, of
nomina~on Tuesday night ,vith Murphysboro, called • Wood's
. 45 percent of the ,-otcs.
ncgati,-c comments about Ryan
Frank Tebow waited with his during the debate vicious and said
wife, Susie, for the results to pour · : OMalley's t~ctics were . wimpy.
in Tuesday night. Frank said .. _She said once sh.: learned Ryan
Ryan"s experience as a public offi· ···'
running . for gm-cmor, she
ccr speaks for itself, and he was read up on him and liked what he
impressed that Ry:m di_dn't resort had to say. . . .
to mudslinging during his am· · •He's not only for the upper
•. ' · · · . · class, he's for the middle class and
· paign.
•You've got_ to compare ~hat the poor people,• Rife sajd. "He's
. the competition is and ,vho .has. for the educ:ition of our children
what experience; Frank said. •. 'and for the prisons:,
· • ', :
. "You get somebody who knows· ..· In this year's race, the candi· ;_.
what in the world they're doing, . dare with the most money didn't
and Jim Ryan has the most~. ':come away with the nomination.·
ricncc."s , .
:·, · ":.Wood raised more than $8 mil-

Daily Egyptian
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Paul Vallas' supporters Sam Graves
(left) and Dan Schiff wait for final counts .
during Tuesday night's primary, when
th~ir Democratic gubernatorial candidate
fell to secon'd place. ·
·
..
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lion in the 2002 election· cycle:
co~siderably more· than Ryan;· who raised more than $55 mil·
lion. 01,lalley brought· in S4.2
million during the cycle and finished ,vith 29 pcra:nt of the vote.
Wood used her. liberal stance
on many issues to try to pull in
votes fiom modcr.ite Republicans
and Democrats .alike. She also ·,
tried · to secure · votes from
Republican women. Lut in the
end hcrlackofcxpericncelefthcr
bootcdoutofthedcction..

Wood ~ a ba.icly known
state representative . who had
served in the Illi,;.,is House for
only , one term before being•
tagged by Gov. Ryan to serve as:_ .
his lieutenant governor. In her:
campaign for gm,:rnor she tried
to position herself as an outsider;
from the •Republican machine.•
When ':\'.ood cono:ded 1'uesday;
night she said the 27 pcn:cnt of
votes she did rcccn,: were a sign,
. ..
,. 1
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. U~S. home builder
ootimism, grows . .

U.N~ Human rights
chief. criticizes U.S.

.. NE'A' YORK -1he optimism of U.S. home
builders rose in March, rebounding to its
January level after a small decline in
February, the National Association of Home

GENEVA-1he U.N:s top human rights offi• .
cia~ Mary Robinson. unexpectedly declared yesterday tliat 5he wm not be a candidate for a new

:.;,.. _
0
~~bln~~;,nahf~niir i~:J;~t
- •
ing !~:t!~7nr:!ii~i~~~~~:r le\!:r~!n~~~r
announcement on Je opening day of the annual session
home builders about home sales and home buyer traffic,
of the Commission on Human Rights. 1he commission is the
rose.two points to 60 in March from February's 58.
U.N:s chief monitor of rights abuses worldwide. Robinson
··tow interest rates, resilient home values.and a stabi•
was known to be interested in serving another term, but her .
outspokenness on human rights issues has increasingly irritat• lizing economy have helped home buyers put whatever
fears they might have had following Sept 11 behind them,
ed some ·01 the major powers, including the United States, ·
which in tum has produced renewed builder optimism,"
Russia and O,ina. 1his prompted speculation that her candi•
Gary Garczynski, the group's president, said in a statement
dacy was \-etoed by one or more of the major powers. 1he.
But the days of low mortgage interest rates may be
U.N; secretary-gen2ral makes the appointment based on recs
coming to an end. Mortgage rates have trended higher
ommendations from his aides and member.countries.
with rising bond yields in recent weeks, as bond players
Robinson, 57, had expressed concern over \\-hat she
brace for the Federal Reserve to raise !"1ort•term interest
termed the •disproportionate• number of civilian casualties
during the U.S. air attacks in Afxhanistan and the treat.TJent of . rates in response to a re-energized U.S. economy. Fed pol·
icy makers, convened on Tuesday, decided to leave shortTaliban and al Qaeda prisonersheld by the United States at
1
the Guantanamo Bay detention center in CUba. She was also
~~i~~:~ ~ht;::r~~!il1l:!~t'~JJe1te"xt:~~r
aiticized over the outcome of the U.N. conference on racism
the U.S. central bank to keep its federal funds rate target
in South Africa last summer. 1he United States and IS1ael
alone at 1.75 percent, after slashing the fed funds target
walked out over aiticisms of lsraeHn conference documents.
lt times in 2001 ..to stimulate a faltering economy.
Robinson further alienated Washington by insisting pubDomestic home sales and construction remained brisk
;i,d/'.s!t1e1 d~~~ha1j~~a~i~f{u~!~~:h~~~~ ~d during· the economic downturn and have been cited by
analysts as helping to prevent the recession from getting
standards. 1his has been regarded as implicit criticism of
some U.S. actions to stamp out terrorism.
worse.

e:/:~~d~~1d~~~-

Each course v.ill feature mml Julian specialties
· all paired v.ith the appropriate wines.
Please stop by and pick up acopy of the menu.
Tnis is the only wine dinner in our area on aSaturday night;
leam_andenjoy!I.
~·
bygiringJ.iOU
to dJc£k_ u_·~e_t.or.~ax,.
on our four (4)-course
dinner this weekend!
-Executive ChefJamie Trammel..
_-Sous ChefJo Batchlor- .
G
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It Pays to Quit

from worfdnews.com

--imniWTODAY

Free lnmme Tax !:eminar
for International Students
5 to 7 p.m. at Lawson 141
Saluki Rainbow Network meetlns5:30 pm in Student Center Troy/Connth
rooms

Ifhealth consequences are not enough
motivation to get you to quit smoking,
maybe money is.
Right now you can actually get free medical aids to quit,
such as gum, the patch, and Zyban.
·
In addition, The SIU Wellness Center and the Psychology
Department want to pay you to quit smoking.
For more lnformatlon contact the Wellness Center at.

call:
536-4441

~it-.
smoking

www.siu.e~u/rvnosmoke

Free Rock Cl!mbing dinic
7 p.m. in Student Center Adventure
Resource room
On~ public events affiliated v.ith SIU are print·
ed in the Dal!Y. Egyptian Calendar.1he editors
reserve the rimt not to print any submitted
item. RSO anil departmental events will be
printed in the Dairy Egyptian Online Calendar
at www.dat1yegypll3n.com.
Calendar item deadfine is two publication days
before the evenl 1he item must include time,
date, place, admission and sponsor of the
event and the name and phone of the person
submitting the item.

• Matthew Morrison Corto, 20; was arrested at 9:27 p.m.
Monday and charged with possession of drug paraphernalia.
Corto posted $100 bond and was released.
: . ; ••
• A bicycle was· reported stolen between 3:16 a.m. March 8 and
10 p.m. Sunday. 1he bicycle is valued at S135. Police have no
suspects.

Tuesday's article, "Something Wilder,• should have stated that
Wilc!er's lecture begins at 5 p.m- The Daily Egyptian regrets the
error.
Readers who spot an error in a news artide should contact the
Daily Egyptian Accuracy .Desk at 536-3311 ext. 252.

The DAILY EGYPnAN, the student-run newspaper of S]UC, is committed to being a trusted soun:c of news; ·
information, commcnta.ty md public: discourse, while helping rr:2ders undentan_d the .lmics affecting thck lives. ' •
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SIU students i~dulge their political side,.·
but most focused on staying dry.
Arin Thompson
. Daily Egyptian

who chose to scy home Tuesday.
"1 rc:illydon't c:irc who ends up winning this election; I'm not rc:illy into
The Jackson County dection judges politics; Singlct>iy said.
were bored.
Singletiiy is a nati.,.c of Chicago
One w:is tickling the book, "'The and said that she pays more attention to
RUMian Rc\-olution." Another was con- things going on when she's home.
"I am more interested in politics
necting little dots, making boxes to~
the time.·
back home in Chicago," Singletiiy
Thr. clocks kept ticking - but said. "Through the TV and the paper
Precinct 22 a\'er.igcd only one \'Oler an Ia know what was going on, but hen: I
hour.
.:'on't pay attention to politics, I pay
At the Lentz Hall polls, Precinct 25, attention to school"
only 36 \'Olm had stepped inside the
Jackson said the especially low
red, white and blue booths.
turnout is surprising. considering that
1bis is by fu the lowest turnout,·, this year's prim:uy has had SC\'Cr.U hotly
C\'Cll for a prir.'.uy; Fr:ink Tebow, elec- contcstctl races. Usually, hot races mean·
tion judge said.
' .
turnout goes up. "
Tebow s.ud the low turnout munMany also had specuhtcd that a
hers an: a result of !ming to dechrc: a renewed sense of patriotism following
party bcciuse it's a primary; then:'s a the Scpt.11 attacks would lead voters to
· higher turnout for the gala:il dcctions, the polls, Jackson said. .
Tcbnws:ud.
"If every person that had an
John Jackson, a politic:il sciaicc pro- American f1ag on their car or bumper
fessor at sruc, s.ud 111211)' young peo- V.'Cllt to go \'Otc, [fucswy's) turnout
ple do not undctstand the ·difference would be a dilfc.-ent story," he said.
betwcm primary :ind gen=! dections,
In the student-dominated Precinct
which scares them away from the polls. 26,just 6S ballots w:re punched.
"'The weather has bem ;i &ctor.•
"1l1csc low numbers show that
public educators an: still snuggling to said Hal Ashby, an dcction judge.
teach young people basic civil scnicc
Out ofthe 1,475 registemhutcrs in
Precinct 22, a student-heavy prc:cinct,
lesso~; Jackson said.
Tdfa Singletuy, majoring in amu- only 16 voters graced the polls, and less
tising, was one o~ the nuny students than 10 cf those wen: students.

0AJLY EaY"1AN ~ - LISA SONNICNSCHEIN

..-

V<'lters for the primary election were scarce around Ca1bondale Tuesday. Election judges at the
Dunn-~ichmond Center kept themselves busy with snacks and wood whittling. having less than 20
voters by 1 p.m.
·
1bis has got to be one of the lowest turnouts ever, peitcnbge wise; one

dcction judge said. ·
· "It's bem worse than the last primary; addcd anothci:
But still, some students fccl passionate~ \'Oting.
Alex Boykov, majoring in aviation

and a.'l American citizen as of thn:c
months ago, is glad to be able to vote.
'Tm fiom the former USSR. when:
we don't 11:1.\-c these kind of rights,•
Boykovsaid. 'Tmglad to 11:1.\-c the privilegc to cxcn:isc my right to vote.•
Another SIUC student, Alesia
Toz.ci; a political science major, stepped

into a \'Oting booth.. She beliCYCS more
students should do the same.
"1 think political participation is one
of the most impomnt things you can
T= said. "Not enough young
people vote.•
&por.rrArin Thompson can k rmd,.J a1
athompoon@dailycgyptian.axn

oo.•

Election results: Atty~ General

Election results: U.S. Senate

Durkin· and l)urbin: Double Madigan muscles her way
into democratic nomination
Ds advance. to November
Mark Lambird
Daily Egyptian
Months of stump speeches and thousands
of miles on the campaign trail came to an end
Tuesday night when Rep. Jim Durkin, RWcstchester, won his party's U.S. Senate nomin:uion to face a political Goliath in
NO\-cmber.
The Goliath is U.S. Sen. Ridwd Durbin,
D-Springfidd, who w:is first dected to the
Senate in 1996 and won by a substantial margin. He replaced Paul Simon, who now heads
the SIU Public Policy Institute.
Durbin ran unopposed in Tuesdays contest.
Durkin won the Republican contest by
capturing 47 percent of the votes to Jim
Obcrwcis' 30 percent and John Cox's 23 percent.
Spokesman for all three candidates said the
size of the state wu a challenge in the campaign. Brock Willeford, Durkin's campaign
manager, said their campaign was not a
wealthy one 50 that put prc:muc on diem.
, "\Ve tried to go to every comer of tile state
as much as possible," \V-illeford said. "We didn't have the airplanes and RVs 50 v.-c had to
drive and sleep in motels.•
He said what they lacked in finances they
made up for with heart to finish •he campaign.
Durkin ran against Obc:wcis and Cox,

both prominent Illinois businessman.
Oberwcis, a Republican hopeful known as ·
the Dairy King for his large dairy business,
· tried to nuke a late run. He announced that he
would run in No\'cmbcr, lea\ing only four
months to campaign.
Phil Cox, Obcrwcis' campaign man:agcr,
said that the late start made it a sprint to the
finish. At noon on Tuesday Cox said he w--..s
cautiously optimistic, but they fdl wdl short of

Durkin.
Oberwcis spent the most of all three candidates in the primaiy but could not ovczcome
the more seasoned politician Dur.kin.
John Cox's campaign manager, Curt
Mercidantc, wu confident Tuesday afternoon
that his candidate would pull out a victory, but
in the end, his campaign fell wdl short of the
mark.
"John is the only candidate with a true base
across the stltc," Mercadante said. "\Ve ran in
the traditional issues that have brought that
base to the polls."
,
He said the campaign team was looking
forward to starting the real campaign, but
those aspirations will have to wait - at least
for another t\vo >=

&porttr Marl:,_Lzml:ird ,an ht rradJid at·

·

mlambird@dailycgyptian.com

Alexa Aguilar
Daily Egyptian

-She has =chcd out to more hocnl and n:form
Demoaats bcciuse she is \'Cl)'indcpcndent. She
appeals to them and zlso the aaditional pam of
State Sen. Lisa Madigan sccwcd the the party like labor and bluc-collarworkcn."
Demoaatic nomination for attorney gffieral
E.trlyT~ Sr.Junidt's spokesman, Patrick
Tuesday night after handily defeating John Batterman, w:1s still confident his candidate
Schmidt in one of the most publiciud attorney would be able to scaire the nomination. He said
general races in recent yon. · ·
Schmidts 35 years ofc:xpc:i= in law enforceWhen Schmidt finally conceded after losing ment would appeal to \'Otcrs and was hc2rtcned
about 42 peitcnt to 58 peitcnt. he said he had by the 18-point gain that Schmidt made in the
lost the r.icc for top law enforcement official polls in the past thn:c weeks.
bcciuse of the "politics ofpower and muscle."
Batterman also harshly spoke out against the
Schmidt, a Han-ird law graduate, was n:fcr-- Demoaatic machine that helped nominate
ring to the cnorr:1ous support Mike Madigan. Madigan. If Madigan's last name wun't
lllin:>is Speaker of the House, procured to hdp Madigan. Bottmnan said, she wouldn't cvm be
dcli,-cr the Demoaatic nomination to his in the race.
daughter.
Thats a clwge the Madigan campaign
·we challenged the power of the couldn't disagree with more.
Demoaatic organization," Schmidt said in his
Schafer said Mike Madigan's support has
concession spec--Ji. "But it's not ova. in one , bem a doublc-cdgcd sword to her campaign.
night."
,
While his broad base ofcontacts across the stltt.
Madigan and Schmidt broke the rcaird for was hdpful, it was also the &ctor that drew the
candidate spendi:ig in an attorney ~
~Nowa:!ti,.~.:...:-.will
•.~ "..'.,~_- . Joseph B'.J·-- in
00
Tiu:y spent a combined S5.7 million on their
"UUJji"''
ui=, "'
campaignsthe general dcctio11.: Birkett easily won tf..c
Madigan, 35, a lawyer, was hoping to capi- Republican nomination m-cr . law)-cr Bob
ti.lizc: on the Chic:igo black community, the Coleman 64 to 36 pem:nt.
labor unions and the downstate region to \\in
the race. D.nid Schafa; her press sccrewy said.
&porttrAlaaAguilaram bt rradxd at
"M~ has. broad appeal," Schafer said.
aaguiw@dailycg,'Ptian.com
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Try One of Our
Delicious Dinners:
• Ribs, Pork Steak, Catfish: Hickory
Smoked Chicken, Jumbo Shrimp,
Spaghetti , and morel
Don't Forget ll'e Serve All You
Cm Eat Catfish 7 Days a H'eekl

--J=~,

Breakrast Menu Includes: .
~-..r.__=-.....,
Country Cured Ham, Biscuits & Gravy,·
w~~~~
Sausages, Sugar Cured Bacon ,Eggs, .
.
1 15
•
ran'iff~E~•3~1
. SiIYlng Southm llflnol51 Flml With i Wile Variety

.

.

Dozens of sandwiches and side
orders to choose from.
• ·
·
·
· ' , ·· ·.

··

~':5~J,i,';
if Fili Fools ' . .
Fi,•!:,,,~~!,'!~..'.;~r~,~
~. e~-. 1m Iii . Carbondale: 549~1599 .~: Christo her: '.724~7115 ;ou Quoin: 542,3399 _r:i:.~=~~~~~ri;;! _6
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Illinois 2002
Primany most

costly yet
Candidates break the
bank to peg the slot
Arin Thompson

Daily Egyptian
C:m1pJign spending lun:hed as the
reconls for 2002 prim:uy CU1didatcs oblitc:ated th0$-· of p;1St prim:uy elect':ons.

Corinne V1'ood took the pen=t for
biggest gubernatorial spender and set a
new rerord for single CU1did:ite funds in a
stall:widc prima1)" election, according to
reports from the Illinois State Board of
Elections.
\Vood raised more than S7.68 million
since Janl.lal)· of2001, knocking the S6.73
million rai.scd by Democrat John Schmidt
in the '98 gubernatorial primary out ofthe
p:uk
Between the three Rcpublicm Cl!ldidates and three Democratic candidates
running for gm·ernor, S26.4 million was
the total lingering at the bottom of the
c:impaign reccipt. ln the '94 gubcmarorial
prim:I!)' the total was half that, ringing up
at S13.1 million.
Kent Redfield, .professor of politieal
science at the Unr."CISity of Illinois at
Springfield, s:iid there are a number of
reasons that spending is so high for this
prim:I!),
"\Vc\'C got compctim-e primaries on
both sides, Democrat a.,d Republican,"
said Redfield, also head of the Sunshine
project, a campaign funding rescan:h
group. "Wood and O'Malley [Republican
c:mdidates for gm-emor] are p!U\iding a
lot of money from their own pockets.
Along with Schmidt [Democratic candidate for atromey general], \\'I! ha,'C three
wealthy candidates."
The biggest check, worth $250,000,
was signed by SEIU-PEA, a senicc
employee union group, to Democratic
gubernatorial c:mdid:ite Rod Bl:igoje\ich.
Blagoje\ich raised more than S55 million.
Coming in second was Jo\'an
Broadcasting, who ga,-e Roland Burris
S:?00,000. The Illinois Hospitlll and
Healthcare Association was the third
largest contnoutor, gning S150,000 to
Jim Ryan.
The cost of tele,.ision advertising !lS
well as direct mail ha\'C also made the
numbers jump, Rcdfidd s:iid.
The two Republican and two
Democratic candid:itcs for atromey gcncr:il rai=l a combined SS.01 million, easily beating the !4.7 million raised in '94.
Lisa Madigan, D-Chicago, and John
Schnudt broke the record for attorney
general candid:ite spending. They spent a
combined S5.7 million en their campaigns...
"It's a totally "ide open system, there
an: no rules, no limits or restrictions on
how muC:1 Illinois candidates can raise,~
Redlields:iid.

&perter Arin Thompstm can be readxd at
athompson@dail)'l:gyptian.oom

CA.JU' EGYPTU.N PHOTO -

DEREK AHDERSOPf;

Kent Williams expresses his appreciation for S~luki fan support throughout the year during the pep rally at the SIU Arena
Tuesday night The crowd of about 3,000 fans was there to cheer on the Salukis before they leave for Syracuse, N.Y. to face

Connecticut in the regional semifinal round of the NCAA Tournament

Rally sends Salukis off with a bang
Thousands tum out to Arena to congratulate men's , ' A light is shining bright
on Southern Illinois right now,
basketball team on making it to Sweet Sixteen
an:::l l'm dam proud

Brian Peach

And th:: numbers are already gathering. The
Salukis ha\'e ean1ed national attention through to be a Saluki.' '
the media and are becoming a f.m-favo::ed underNaUuin Slone
.
·
All dogs may go to heaven, but the SIU men's dog.
studentttmtee
Jared Vvilliams, of East Prairie, Mo., has
basketball tean1 is satisfied with going to Ne,.v
York for the S,\'CCt Sixt= round of the NCAA almost no afliliation \\ith SIU, but is a fan of the
team nonetheless.
Nathan Stone. Stone was excited for the team's
roumament Frid:i,:
"I'm just tickled for them," s:iid \l'villi.ams, who success and said it would bring :dot of money and
And thousands ofSaluki fans packed the SIU
·
Arena Tuesd:iy night to "ish ~ Dawg~ good also wore new SIU basketball apparel ro the rally. posili\'C attention to the school.
"A light is shining bright on Southern Illinois
luck and thank them for an unfmgettable season He ei.'Ctl joked about the fact that Kent Williams,
one of the tam's captains, has the same last name right nmv, and I'm cum proud to be a Salukit
that's still going strong.
·
~It's been a miracle season," said Ben Absher, a as he does, and he hopes they are n:lated.
Stone said. "For the fust time in 30 ycus, when
"They play super b:11, and nationally, this is peoplehearofSIU,theydon'tthinkofHalloween.
junior in radiology from Marion and one of the
3,000-plus at the SIU Arena who has been fol- going to be so great for SIU," he s:iid.
They think of basketball."
.
SIUC Chancellor Walter Wendler e\'Cn
Before the team took the stage at the rally,
lm\ing the tam's progress this season.
Those who attended the rally,\'CrC decked out shm\·ed up at the rally to offer his best wishes and USG President Michael Pcny thanked fans for
their loyalty and the team for its "great work" dl!l'in tlu:ir Saluki apparel and dozens of S\\'Cet a fe\vwords of encouragement.
~Tbis is a great night in the history of SIU- ing the season.
Sixteen s~ns could be s::en held high. The wa\'e
of m:uoon and white added to the pride fans felt Carbondale,"Wendlersaid. "[The tam] has been
"Anybody that can tum Bobby Knight's face
for the team that went undefeated on the same incredible to watch this year, and when people sec the same as our school's colors desen'CS rccognifloor and surprised the nat:on by fighting its way thc excellence in basketball, they11 see excellence tion," Pcny said.
to be among the 16 ~maining tear.., of324 that • in all other areas of SIU as well."
The No. 11 seeded Salukis' next challenge
started the .-ear.
The SIU basketball team has had other sue- waits for them in Syracuse, N.Y., Frid:iy at 6:38
Todd C'abonor was one of the many students =sful seasons, but according to \ice chancellor of p.m. when they take on the No. 2 seeded
who am\'ed early to the Aren::., like he has :ill yc1r Student .Affairs and Enrollment Larry Dietz, not Unn"CISity of Connecticut.
for home games. This time he donned some ne\\' e;•en the 1967 NIT championship tam led by
Fans can sec the t = off when they lea\'!! for
SIU bas),:i:tball apparel.
former NBA star Walt F:az.ier, could match this New York ;.Jay at 3:30 p.m. in front of the
"I picked up a nc:w shirt this momingt said one.
Student Center.
Cabonor, a senior in geography from Grayslake.
"I think the people in Syracuse are going to~
"That was a really good performaJ1ce," Dietz .
"I'"e been ro all the; home games, and I think it<l said of Frazier's team. "But this is a heck of a lot sa}ing '\Vho let the dawgs out?!M V17endler said.
be great to sec them in the Final Four. If they can better;"
Rtpcrtn- Brian Peach ran be fflldxd at
keep this up, they can get more people behind · Among the speak= who fired the crowd up
them."
bpcach@dailycgyptian.com
during the rally was Student Trustee ·member
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Aerial mapping planned for Carbondale· ~t council meeting·
Digital mapping

between the city and Jackson
County that will provide aerial photography to assist with city planing
planned
city ·
and development.
The agreement, unanimously
approved by the Carbondale City
city, developers
Council at its Tuesd:iy meeting, will
help the city and county split the
Ben Botkin
photography costs and benefit both
Daily Egyptian
City
governmental
entities,
Manager Jeff Doheny said.
Airplanes will socn be fl}ing
Dohe.1)' said the photography
above Carbondale with cameras will begin within the next several ·
clicking picrures.
· days.
Under the terms of the agre.:The photographers won't be taking picrures for their photo albums; ment, Carbondale will pay 50 perthey'll be working as part of an cent of the aerial photography's cost
intergo\'crnmental
agreement for the city's ~ and the one and a·

by
council will help

half zoning boundaries around the
city. Carbondale's expected cost is
$12,500, which is about 25 percent
of the entire cost of aerial photography for Jackson County and a sm:ill
section of \Villiamson County,
Doherty said.
·
The aerial mapping will allow
the city to begin working with the
county to develop what is called a
•cIS" computerized mapping system, which stands for geographic.
information system.
..
After the photography is corns
pleted, the city will add details on a
computer system· that include
boundary. lines, sewer lines and permit information, Doherty said.

De"elo'pm will be aided too, hi:
added, since there will be permit
and ownership information included.
MTiiis is going to be a reliable
tool not only for the city, but also
developers," Doherty said.
The computerized system will
increase ~eccl and efficiency when
the city needs to look up information about a particular plot of land,
Doherty said.
Although the aerial photography
will begin_ soon, Doheny said that
the entire project •,,ill take three or
four years.
·
Mayor Neil Dillard said he is
glad the city and county are able to

, , This is going to be
a reliable tool not

only for the city, but ·
also for developers.,,
Jeff Doherty

city manager, Carbondale

work together with the planning. ·
~This' . is a great project,"
Councilwoman Maggie Flanagan ,
said. "'I'm very pleased with this: ,
Rrporttr Bm Botkin ran he "a,ht ·I at
bbotkin@dailyegyptlan.com
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Biq,c;list struck in. Communications Bldg. parking lot
Sara Hooker

Daily Egyptian
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Holly Davis, second from right. was involved in an accident while riding her bicycle in a parking lot near the Communications
building Tuesday. The driver of the vehicle (right) came to a halt when Davis was thrown onto the hood of her car. Witnesses assist
Davis with her bicycle and rail campus police.
·

Another SIUC student suffered
minor injuries Monday afternoon
after she was struck by a vehicle on
· campus while riding her bilu: through
a parking lot.
Holly Davis, a cinema and photog•
raphy m:ijor, was heading north along
the west edir-: of parking lot 40 near
the Communications Building at 1:49
p.m. when ~he was struck by a red ·
Mitsubishi Minge dri;-cn by lumika
Hopkinsbc)~ Hop~bcy was turning
left into an aisle, trying to find a parking spau.
Davis, who was riding properly
~-rainst tr.i.ffo; said she put on hct
b ~ to stop her bike but rain made
the pavement stck and she was Wlable
to stop. She said the imp:ict call$Cd her
to roll onto the hood of the car.
Davis suffered an injuty to her
knee and ab=ions on the side of her
body.
She was tr.rnsportcd to
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale.
Hopkinsbcy was is.qicd two citations - openting an uninsured motor
\,:hide ..nd bilure to yield turning left.
SIU Police Lt. Todd Sigler s;i;d he
couldn"t tell at this point if the or,ioing
rain Monday pb)i:d a part in the accident.
•1 don't ha\,: any knowledge at this
time that weather was a factor,• Sigler
said.
While ·this accident did not hapfffl in a crossw:tlk, it marks the sixth
pcdcstrianAi:hlcle accident on campus
since SIUC student Anne Coleman
was killed in September.

&pmrr Sara Hoohr am k rtadxd at
shoolc.cr@dailyegypt:lin.com
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OUR WORD

Serious questions
arise concerning
encroachment law
The First Amendment states: ucongrets
shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiti11g tht> free exercise
thereof, or abridging ,he freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Go·;ernnient for a redress of grievances."
1t is rhe next to la;r component that needs
to be addressed with respect to the encroachment ordinance used to prohibit persons from
congregating on Carbundale's Strip. The city's
-nuis~nce ordinance- - cir;- code li-1-4,
which prohibits students fr~m standing on the
Strip during the early morning hours - was
origin:uly enacted in 1993. The law has confused and confounded many of its oppo.1ents.
The law was dt:signcd to prevent establishments from being blocked !:,y persons simply
standing or clogging the sidewalks near ilie
location.
Protesters and/or picketers, for example,
must continually move in order not to
obstruct access to or from a particular ~tablishment. For this reason, picketers walk up
and down the sidewalks. In some cases involving similar laws, such as those '\\1th respect to
protesting outside of abortion c!i11:cs, protesters are relegated to a particular area, so as not
to obstruct :,;ccess to buildings.
Those guidelines have repeatedly been
challenged in the couns, including the
Supreme C'1urt, to gage whether such guidelines are in violation of the Constitution.
Carbondale's encroachment law, only recently
enforced in response to the 2000 Halloween
riots on the Strip, comes dangerously close to
violating the civil liberties and constitutional
rights of pedestrians on the Strip.
The right to peaceably assemble should
not be infringed, unless indi-~iduals are
engaging in some form of disorderly corduct
or-are creating a public nuisance. One r,<tSOI}
eating a La B.1mba.s burrito on the Strip docs
not fall into that category. The riots of
Hailoween past do fall within that category.
The police are well ...,;thin their legal authority as officers of the law to airest an individual who is destroying priv-Jte property, or is
intoxicated and engaging in rowdy or violent
beha,ior. Public indecency or other blatant
and lewd acts are also reasonable grounds for
arrests.
Carbondale polic.! did properly arrest rioters during the 2000 Halloween incident. The
SlUC police reported a total i;if 29 arrests 14 •Jf which were identified as SIUC students
- in connection ,vith the riots:But laws are
only as effective as to their legitimacy. What .
Carbondale needs and deserves is a dearly
worded and detailed revision· of thr existing
:irdinance, specifically stating ,vho and what is
in violation of the law. To allow such a broad
interpretation of such a narrowly defined law
1~ to allow the seeds of a police state to be
planted in our community.
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'80--'81 Salukis-alOOk·back:
Scott Stahmer
sstahme.r@sun-sentinel.com

the Salukis lost by 5 and 36 points in two meetings ,\ith

Indiana State, 40 and 25 points in games against WestTo:as
State and 34 to Loyola of Chicago. It should be noted that

Editor's note: Scctt Stahmn- anJatd mens haJktbaUfart& DAl!Y _ none of th~ teams reached the N<::AA Tournament d_iat year.
Attendance plummeted, though the athletic departrrient's bean ·
, counterS did their best to keep the numbers respectable.
Saluki fans e\'erywhere are gloI}ing in the men's basketball
"Put dmrn 2,400," sports information director Stan Blackford
team's unexpected trip to the NCAA Tournament's Sweet
told an aide after being informed actual att>"-11dance w:i.s about
Sixteen. But for those who endured the 1980-81 season, the
1,800 that night. '"We can't rclC:L.<e a figure oflcss tlY, 2,000."
ir..sket!,all program's improoahle rise is especially gratifyiug.,We Unforronatcly for Blackford, se\.'eral reporters wen- witl~
survived a 7-20 season in v,-hich the Salukis turned into a
earshot. Those who showed up amused themselves by booing
!3ughingstock of historic proportions. After stru'ting Jhe season
Gottfried and his players. The hccl<ling got so bad tlm!
at 7-2, they put together an 18-game losing streak and went(}.
Gottfried-wouldn't allow his wife to attend. Gottfried grumbled
16 in the Missouri Valley Conference. Had 16 finalists for the
constantly about negative media coverage. When a Daily
nation's worst team been determined, SIU easily 'Would have
Egyptian n:porter,~te a column questioning the intelligence
qualified.
.
·
ofanyone who thought the team deserved positive: roverage, ·
Presiding over the mess was Joe S,Ottfried, a nice guy who ·
Gottfiie_d stopped"speiling to the Daily Eropti:in. He later .
deserved a better fun:, These days, he's known a.,; the Either of
stopped communicating with the mooia entirely, except for • · , ·
l'vlark Gottfiied; a rising young
ar the Uoo'CI'Sity of Mike Reis' postgame radio .sho:,v.
. ,. .- . .
Alabama. But Gottfried's time-year SID coaching career was
, Though~ ~d broadcast partner Greg Starrick were
.
about as popular as atuition ina-easc. Gottfried had been a win- am_ong die coach's harshest critics, Gottfiied's contract required·
ning Division ill coach at tiny Ashland College m· Ohio, and - , him to.show up, Qottfiieds misery ended with one gam-:·
most ofhis r=uits would have done just fine at that level
, remaining. The school announced it was buying oot the
Unfortunatel)~ they were about three steps behind the res:t o_fthe •, ·remaining year on Gottfiied's rontract, and assLSt:lr!t Rob
MVC.
· ·
· ,
, - -Spivery scfved as interimc:oich in an MVC Hlllll'~1ment loss to
The conference that season featured NBA prospects Antoine Wichita State. Not ~t Gottfiieds
any bet!U
Carr and Cliff Levingston (VVichita State), Mitchell ·Anderson
Under Allen Van Wmkle; the Salukis went mi probation for
and Da-.id Thi.rdkill (Bradley); Lewis Lloyd (Drake) and Paul
r=uitingviolations.
Pressey (Hilia). Among the coaches: Tulsa's_ Nolan Richardson,
Not until Rich Iforiri took over did th,. program return to
who later won a nation:tl charnpions.lup at Arkansas, and Dick , respectability in the late '80s. It probably allseems like ancient
Vc:rsace, a future NBA coach, executive and broadcaster. We had . his>.ory. Thanks to Bru~ We!x.:r's masterful coaching, Kent
gu.u-d Lawrence Stubblefidd, whom the fans nicknamed
yVilliams~ sav.y. performances ?JldJermaine Dearman's :ill"Stumbleficld" :md "Stubblehead." Also at guard ,~-ere Kent
ar,ound brilliance. Those early '80s misadv~turcs mean nothing
Payne, a misguided long-range sliooterwho turned the aim;tll ·
to many who
cheer for the S_alukis against UConn on
into an art form; and Johnny Fayne, who pa,ckcd ~ foast 240
, Friday. But those who jeered Lawrence Stubblefield and Tim
pounds on his 6-4 frame.
.
· · , · ,:
Somerville arc savoring this year's Salukis \\ith a little e>.'tr.l
For senior leadership, the_Salukis had forward Charles
enthusiasm.
'
Moore, whose career ended ::hruprly when he was susp--11ded
late in tl1e season. Moore's transg=,,ion: He hit assistant coach
Sro/1 Str.hmtr is an SIUC alum and is an aISiJtnnt 11tws rditor
· Tim Somerville in the head v.ith a basketball during an aq,7\1nl tbt Soutl, Florida Srm-Sentind in Fort Lauderdale. His
mcnr in pr.u:tia; displacing Somenille's hairpiece. That year,
.. ,~jews do not nemsarily reflut thosr ofthe DAIL): EGYPTu!N.
EG'flYTIAN as a studmt rtporter during fhe early 1980s.
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' ' Was thil, law really men.nt to stop a student fro!ll eating a burrito outside of Ln Bambas?
: l think it's ·a ~ad !hing th~t\mr po_lic~ ha\'e to resort to this to keep students moving,.,' :
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Confessions of·a -

nocturnal insomniac
It seems spring bl'Clk flew by this }'C:ll",
NotJust
and here I sit ag:tin aln:ad); writing anoth~
er column :n the middle of the night. I
Anc;>ther
c:m't explain my _fascination with the e:uly
· :a.m. any better than I might explain any
other quirky habits of people my age. We
still get excited about new toothbrushes.
Face
Our li,1cs m'Oh'C around Taco Tuesday. Is
it =lly any surprise \\'C might be tr)ing to
BY GRACE PRIDDY
scrimp the most out of our day, too?
,'llkanloglc8 l@hotmaiLcom
I don't =lly like the dark, so it's not
like I look forward to nightfall. I ha,-c to . errands. I know I'm not the only person
g(t up e:uly, too, so =lly, I know I
out here with this problem, either. Lots of
shouldn't even stay up in the fint pbce.
people ha\-c to work till bte like me, and
Just the same, here I am goofing around
the only time we have for OWSC'l\'CS winds
at 1 a.m. again, dcstro)in~ any shot I had
up spent on our couch, watching Nick-at:
at a good morning. I dont know why I do
Nite because we can't get anything else •
it. There's just something so appealing
done in the middle of the night and just
about Sta)ing up past my bedtime, I can't
can't bring ourselves to go to bed.
·
£:ill asleep at a decent hour. Its _not C\"Cn
I end up driving around for no reason,
that I ha\-c trouble getting tired Wore
just enjO)ing the poce and still of the
then. I gu= I just nC\-cr got m-cr that
night. Boy, do cops Im,: that, too. Herc's
childish rush ofknm,ing I'm up when I'm another great cxampl I of discrimination
not supposed to be.
ag:tinst insomniacs. It's amazing haw
I'm like a little kid that thinks the
· many times I\,: been pulled m-cr jut for
minute she goes to bed, the party's going
being out btc. Where am I headed?
to otlrt, and I don't w.mt to miss out. But
*J\Towhen:, officer, it was just so nice out·
I don't just w.m: to stay up for the sake of side, I thought Iii go for a drive: It
it. either: I w.mt to do things. I w:mt to
works durir.g the day, how come people ·
ot out. I w.mt to go exercise. I w.mt to
working second and third shift can't enjoy
nm errand=. I think the \\'Orld discrimithe outdoors, too? Apparent!); we're sus•
mtes against nocturn31 beings. Its a .cripicious. We must be up to some sort of
ous handicap. I can't hdp when I am most mischicvow shenanigans to be out in the
awake and when I'm not. But the business middle of the night. Instant ticket, every
world doesn't c:uc. You\,: got autor11:1tic · time.
doors and specul parking spots to accom•
Someone please hdp us out. We're the
modate those with other specul needs.
Americans who can't enjoy America. But
Why can't )'OU stay open a couple more
I suppose until the world n:cognizcs us
hours to accommodate others' needs?
and starts interrupting "Three"s
Sure, \\i:\,: got Denny's and WalCompany" to deli\"cr a paj=-cbd Sute
Mart. and I'm grateful to ha,-c them,
.of the Union, this columnist will ha\-c to
mind )'OU. But there's kind of a monopolr, be content whining to a computer s.:n:en
out on bte night dining. And while \\'C
~~i~Z!z~;~until I £:ill aslccpha,-c three or four round-the-clock grocery stores; there's still not a single 24- ·
hour post office or hair salon. I can shop
Notfust Anothtr Priddy Fau apptan on
comparatn-dy for toilet paper and
m.inm!ay. Grau is a unior in arthittcl\lam,ich at four in the morni:ig if need
tural studia. Htr 'flinDS do not ntttuarily
be, but forget about any of those other
njltct thou oftht D.110' ECl'PTllt.V.

Priddy

Do We act out strictly because
of racism and its effects on us?
As I go through life as a Black man encounter·
ing r:icism and prejudice, I sometimes wonder haw
much of that contributes to our dilemmas as Bbck
people. As a group, there arc things that we have to
Y.'Ork on as wd!. White people are not in innr-r city
Bbdc neighborhoods, yet teen pregnancy and violence still nm rampant. Sure, I know the argument
that countless authors make about the need to
understand the socio-economic and psycho-social
roles that an impoverished and culturally isolated
environment grooms, but do ,vc act out str.ctly ·
because of r:icism and its effects on us?
Now, some of my people will say that this is airing out dirty bundry, but let's be n:al about it, shall
we? \Ve can't come to a university. not do wcll in
cb!s because of our social lives and cxtra•social
activities then bbme the academy for our short~
· comings. I will be the fint to say the academy is
racist _and victimizes African people, especially
African men, but to uncqui\'ocally associate r:icism
at the root of all African failings is unfair and
detrimental. What is it about Africans that make
us accept the conditions r:icism has j,bccd us in,
but fail to act to correct them? I don't understand.
Not too long ago, I had a conversation with a
black professor about his interpretation o( culture
and his ,iew of Africa in the grand scheme of
things. The fint question he asked me was "what is
my G.P.A.• then chose to engage my ideas regard·
ing the subject. In this exchange, I lomed something tangential to the discussion area but at the
core of issues with race and r:icisrn. Black people
set their standards of achievement to mirror the
IC\tl of success they ha\'C in their awn m"CS. One
would almost expect that in such an individualistic
society. but ask yourself something. In my discus·
sion with the professor, would it matter if I had a
3.8 or a 25, or a 20.? Ifl made informed arguments countering his wanants, should that not
ha,-c been enough .to make a suitable impression?
Is this an issue of racism? \Vas this professor
short-sighted for using a rraditiorul)y ubitr:uy
rcwud system in a discussion of race, demanding
critical thinking and crcati,ity, or ivas_ he 1.:ing
insightful in asking if my rhetoric matched my
academic performance? I don't know. I don't
knmv exactly hmv one could come to any sound
conclusion. I do know that it raises certain ques•
tions of how we see ourseh-cs as African individuals with a certain status in contrast to others ·

MyNommo
BYTO~L'1Y CURRY
. kyu_awan@h~tnaail.com

who mirror our "success:
What makes us unaware of our history and
stolid throughout life about oursdvcs? We come to
college for what? What does it do? Do we find
oursdvcs? Do we have a couple of kids? Maybe
catch a few STD's? I don't know~ But while we
excuse our actions on )'OUth and enjoy our irre- ·
,ponsibility, what happens to th~e of us who get
to judge? When Republicans speak of the moral
decay in America, do we honestly think they are
talking about orgies at Yale or Harv:ud? No. They
arc talking about the actions of the minority populations and the need for them to be controlled
regardless of age, socio-economic status or pres·
tige.
.
We can't allow oursdvcs to act as another culture, or disregard our own, because we can choose
not to engage the statistics or stereotypes of our
people. You know, WC Africans
can talk a good
game, but we nC\-cr make a change. \Vhen the
issue of~trick Gant and racial profiling occurred,
we rll:lfched and talked, but did not act. Can the
same thing happen to innocent Africans ag:tin?
Yes. Will it? Probably. But who cares, right?
Instead of a ho-" se party. v.,:'II throw them 311 at
the b.un or the Sportscenter, and not block 1.p the
street or mak: a lot of noise this time. I don't
understand why we choose to be oppressed. But
what do I know? I am just one African that r11:1y
not evcn call himself black when he gets his Ph.D.,
and may not evcn remember bbck people wher "ie
gets his bw degree. Hell, am I bbck now? Am I
n:al? \Vho knows. If nothing else, at this moment I
am an African, but I just don't understand.
Someone hdp a brotha out.

sure

My Nommo apptan on Wtdn~. Tommy is a
smiar in philosophy andpolitical scinut. His 'flinDS

do not ntrtuarily refl«t thou ofthe DAIIY EGYPTUV.

LETTERS
Negative stereotyping
must stop
DEAR EDITOK:
When I rcid the story on "Athletic

,\c:adania" on l\l=h 6, I bccamc 50 UfRt
thit I "'21lttd r.. =m. The •tmy w:is 50
biased and "ithout 2d<qwn- r=rch. It
l,;uially pcrpctwttd another ncg.i~,:
stcm>l)pe thit what :all bladt men w.mt to
oo is pby l».•ketb.ill, and thit they armor
exttl in highcredllCltion bcuwc thq"\,,:rc l2iscd in single funily homo• ( 0
clichc). The anoon didn"t help eithct. Ii .
~ like any time there is an opportu·
nity to put the bi2ck r:a..-.: down., the news
and m= rnedi.i will grab and exploit it
any chance thq•gct.l\XLl\lcn:hanti only
10U1tXS wm, two ""2d cmchcs and an athktic dimtor. Did t.: talk "ith CWTCnt
SIUC b:isketholl pt.yen :ind get their point
of \icw. Or did .Mr. l\ lcn:hant dccldc: to
write this story hapl=udly lxcausc he s:iw
it writ!c'1 50mewhm: cl,c and tried to
loc:ilizc it: Still, he couldn't lxcausc SIUC
is not one of the 36 uni,,:mti,:s "ii= uro
bbck b:isketball pb)tt1 h.ni: gnduatcd.
Out r,; the hundred, of univcnities in this
countiy th2t blick lmketbal1 pbyon attend,
only 3G ~..Jwttd none. Not th2r its not
impon:mt., but :hen: W2S not a,:n an:port·
ed ~tion to the problem. Next time,
l\ Ir. l\ lcn:hant., if the story is not cornp~re,

don't write it. And for my black students,
",: h.n-c got to get :l"t,"'I)' when news arJ
nuss rnedi.i constantly degrade Id. If\\'C
don"t t:tke a sund, wc will be d.-picted r.cgatn-cly fomu.

dying to lc:ni:? Joseph, )'OU h.n-c a con&·
tion known commonly referred to as Lbcru guilt. You feel guiltpbout all of the
aa:omplishmcnts and blessings th2t h.ni:
· been be.towed upon this ;;rat nation. I
presume th2t your life is run by your
Andrea Parker emotions, th2t )'OU cry your sad litt!c eyes
snmr.farmwlis,,t wt when )'OU ~ .>fhunger :ind J'O''ffl)'
around the ""rid.
Ahhh, but Joseph, don", ,'OU understand rhat this gteat' Satm, the United
States of Amcric:2, gnu mon: money in
subsidies, debt rdief and charity th2n the
DEAR EDITOR:
i-cstoftheworldCOMBINED???lsall
Joseph, my dear libcn.l, an.ucliic :
of this lost on )'OUJ' poor, confused liberal
friend. Why all the anger? Why all the
soul? You uy in your latest. mind!css
pent up ~ ag-.inst )'OUJ' natioo? Let me
piece for the muses., *strike back ag2inst
sec if I can hdp you dul with this
th2t nuniac:tl, ail bald eagle. until it's
unhealthy condition th2t '.'w m= your bloody and dead.• Hmmm - is th2t the
heart and obviously eaten away your
same bald eagle th2t u,-cd the continent
mind. Pcrlups it's the fact rhat ~ ,.-.crl.·,ms of Europe 1rom Nazi Grnnany ani the
enjoy the highest st:indw of living in the Pacific Rim from Japanese dominat.;,,n?
world - th2t c,,:n the poorest Americans
The one that gaw, )'OU the opror.uni·.
live in palatal cmav:agancc unmatched bv ty to go to collcgc and permits you the
a,:n the"\.,:althicst"'lbird\Vorld
~ forum in which you nowdcfCC!teon the
,ations. Docs th2t homer you? Docs it
· very hand that has fed )'OU. Answer me
bother )'OU th2t this g,cat nation has been · this, )'OU poor soul - tell me ag,in why
the salv.uion of many poor immignnts? • ·America isn't the greatest nation this
J~h, do )'OU ram that cvayonc . world has ai:r or will cvct play host to.
in die world wants to be hen: to cxpcri- .
Let's bave a duloguc. my~ ~ps
c= America? Docs wt bother you?
I can pull )'OU up out of)'OUJ' guilt ri<B..-:i
Joseph, if this is such a terrible coonny , . ·~ate o f ~ What say you?
·
fu1J of backwards, hillbilly racists, why . · '
··
~ ai:1)1>nc w.mt to come :,ere? And
why. pray tcll., arc there none among us

Johnson could use
some soul cleansing

There are some good
people the world

in

Sta-c. I promise I won"t bccomc,iolcnt!!
Also, thank )'OU to the Daily Eg)ptian tor
publishing the letter in the lint pbcc.

Steven Mitchell

DEAR EDITOR:

,...i, TrwhloodCzfttma
I'M BACK!! Mike has rerumed. I
apologize to Kelly and fo.'lk for wcing so
long to thank )'OU for your thoughtfulness.
For dlll<C of)'OU who h.n,: no idea what I
amblkingabout.,awhilcbacksomc
"DEAR EDITOR:
moron stoic a snuI1 a:.ttnna ball in the
l\iy sister :ind I, both SIUC alumni.
form ofMila: W=mi of the animated
Monday liclding qu:sticms about our
r=ic"Monstcn; 1nc.•1 tried to £:gun: out - Sm:ct 16-bound Salulas. "\Vh:a is a
why someone would steal somctlung so
. Sa!ula?" w:is the most asked~\\',:
tmitl, but of scntimcnt:tl ,-:aluc to ans' both ix,,.., In,: in Ausiin, Tcx:u, 50 wc get a
)'C:IMlld boy.
_
.
' daily 6ll of the T=s Longhorns. Not orly
TiunJa to a rucc younr, lady rwncd
an: "'C SnJC gr.ids but WC W!n: ra;.cd in
Kelly and her husb.ind, Franlc.Johnathan
Southern Illinois, 50 it 1w been really great
has his l\rucebaclc. I got a fwcgc in the
.
brag about urboncWc.
nwl one day with a repl.ac=cnt antenna
Falb cl<Mn here don't know that SIUC
ball. Kelly cxpwncd th2t w: and her busbaskctball Im a histoiy of success. We h.n,:

Saluki pride in Texas ·

spmt

~itr'.::~

~t~ti!r:~
ai;3hc~
tclJJohnathan that 5onlC people are jt!Sf

to

really enjoyed kiting these Texans know
about th2t sucrcssful past.\\~ h.ni: not

:>"1ct~t=~~~ ~!:t
1

mean and hunful., and it is up to the n:st of .
us to help out ,.hen -..-c =-To~apportunitics n SIU and about the natural
thank you fer the thoughtfulness, and
bc:-uty f'f that pan ofour country. We w.mt
Johnathan thanks>~ too.
to thank the Salula baskctba11 team for givAnd to the pcnon who stoic l\lila:- I ing us this opportunity and :also to wish
still think )'OU'n: a moron and a thoughtless .them luck in their~ for a regiorw
lcleptomanix! Ifyou~ lila: to return
championship. GO DAWGS!
the original. I.will still a:ti:pt it at
Trueblood Drctcri:i.Ju.it gm: it to the person at the front dcor and tell them it io for

_ _ _..:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..:___ _ ·. RE ADER COMMENTARY·

·a·
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Denied: Andre\llJs·trial will
stay in: Jackson County
For reservations call
Mimi Wides 684-6195
For rides call B1:_n Scherr 559-6199

media. coverage surrounding· the
' ' We.cannot seek and
Midwest Cash robbery and the well·
known reputation ofCrisruado could get 12 impartial people
possibly hinder. his· client from
from the community.,,
rccehing fair trial from an unprcju·
diced jury.
. lames Ansboro
Andrews' l ~ r
"We cannot seek and get 12
impartial people from the communi·
ty," Ansboro said to the court during who testified that Andrews did not
the 11 a.m. hearing.
appear to have any problems while
Sara Hooker
Jac:CSOn County State's Attorney being housed therefor the past S1
Daily Egyptian
Mike Wcpsiec countered, by calling weeks.
The alleged getaway dri\'er in the the motion "premature" and arguing
Judge Kimmel denied the motion
Midwest Cash armed robbery that the media . have not been based on lack of evidence supporting
appeared · in court
"omnipresent" thus far. the motion.
. Omar J. Moore, - who drove
Monday hoping his
Wcpsiec also said just
murder trial would be
because the Cl5C is in the Andrews and Custon to Midwest
moved out of Jackson
media docs not justify Cash, w:is found guilty in Novcm~cr .. ·
County and that he:
means for change of of armed robbery and w:is sentenced could undergo physical
venue. He cited the to 20 years at Menard Correctional ·
·
· ·
and
psychological
November trial of robbery Center.
exams.
co-conspirator Omar J;
Chamille N. Edmonds negotiated
E. D:1n
Moore :lS evidence that a pica" in February for the charge ·of
Judge
Kimmel denied both
12 unbiased jurors can be armed robbery for her role in plan•
motions one for
· found "in relati\-cly short ning the robbery and was sentenced
change of \'Cnue and
order."
to fa-c years in impact incarceration, ,· .
the other for a C\';l]uaAndrews
Judge Kimmel denied which is a program similar to boot
tion to determine: if
the motion, ruling that a camp.
· ·
·
alleged pawnshop rob·
detailed questionnaire
If
successfully
completed,
her Christopher Andrews is fit to will be sufficient enough to weed out Edmonds will be put on a mandato•
stand trial.
those who would prohibit a fair and ry supcnised release. If she fails,
· Andrews is charged with first· impartial jury.
Edmonds will go to general inqrccr·
degree murder, _armed robbery,
Ansbro then put Andrews' father, •_: ation, and one day will be subtracted
aggra\-ated kidnapping and forcible Kenneth Andrews, on the stand to 1 ; £-om' her~scntcnccJor:c:ach day of•~
· . .·
detention for his role in the. foiled testify to Christopher's mental state:. • good bcha,ior.
l\brch 24 heist that left a hostage. Kenneth described his son as being · Juiy selection for Andrews' trial .
local business woman Lucia sad, depressed, tired and having a will begin-on April 29, and the trial/""
Cristaudo, and gunman Robert B. decrease in short· term memory.
has been set for 9 a.m. on May 6.
Custon dead follm,ing a car crash on
\ Vepsiec referred to the· ll!otion
··
Lincoln Dri\-c.
for fitness hearing as •a motion 10
- .Rtpcrter Sara Hool:er ,an 1;;
Andrews' la,Y)'Cf, James Ansboro, .. :delay. the:, trial." Wcpsiec called a
rta<htd al
·
argued that th7: ~ensh'C prNri.al . Ja~~n Cou!1~jailc:r to the: stand
shookcr@~ycgyptian.com

Trial to continue
as planned for
Midwest Cash
robbery suspect _
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Somewhere in today's paper Gus is
hidden In an advertisement. Find

i~Jf~tigJ;J§[,~~i;g~:.~;:

SPC CONCERTS.PRESENTS

>your first time traveling abro-ad, that is.
>e\rOP8 from $55 a day! OU' teX1bo:lks cost mora than that con:M
has 100 wol1dwida trips to choose from end you can do it with people
y.:x.roim age. w'tl such a great doal v.tiat Ml you waitt,g ta?t??m

>where
togo:

> creek blar::I hopping > rnedlterranean highlights
14 days flom $969

> european getaway
8 days !rum $589

14 days Iran $!159

> simply lbly
13 days from $749

W-IIEN
·,

\SATURDAY
., ,, :, _,.· ': --: ·:,· ,;-:· ,·. ·.... ,, :_,., i

APRIL:; 27 :.2002
:- : ·:,. ·' _, > ,.,.,. .,.;. ~; ;:- tS:00 PM,;.,:

SHRYO.CK AUDITORIUM·.

TICKETS: ,.$23 .
RES~RVED S,EATS.

· Tickets Available at
.seo your travel agent
call toll-free 1~0NTIKI
visit www.contlkf.com

STUDENT CENTER CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

also at Plaz~ Records and Disc Jockey, Carbondale
· o·r bycalling 616!.453-3478
. Cash, Credit Card Only
for more. info call SPC at 618:536~3393. or visit www.siu.edu/~spc ·
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As_bestos 'still. lingers:in.Cilmpu,s building
·Cancerous problem
poses small risk;
Mark Lambird
Daily Egyptian

building ~re scaled off~usc of ~ible : buildings where asbestos c:xposurc could be
contamination from the damage to the ccil- a problem. .
·
. ·
_
He said many buildings 0:1 campus coning by r.accoons. ·
In the.back of the administntivc build- wn some fonn ofasbestos, many of them in
ing, SC\-=-l classrooms were once used by the fonn offloor'tile.
orrhe floor tile is not hazardous because ;
the Automotive Department and srudents
from John A. Logan College. All of those you would ha,.,: to grind it into powder to
classroom arc now restricted hcc:ause of the ·_ make it a dust; Shurtz said. "Pipe insulation
damage to the ceiling.
is the most dangerous because it is friable."
On Monday, work began to mO\-c the
Friable is a term referring to asbestos
faculty· and staff from the condemned · which can be broken down into a fine dust
.. :
building. Jack Greer, chairman of the . by hand pressure.
Automotn-c Ocpanment, said the move
Shurtz said the danger of asbestos .is
w:is going well despite the rain and tr.at it
much lilcc smoking in. that no one knows .
should be completed by the end of the how much c:xposurc it takes to cause cancer.
week.
.
"There is no set amount that is safe to
Jeff Shurtz, an :asbestos abatement spc- breath," Shurtz said. "The Occupational cialist with the Center for Environmental Safety· and, Health Administration says
Health ·and Safety, said the Uni\'ersity that .1 fibcn per cubic meter of air is the . ·
began worlcing on the problem as soon as it __ limit before breathing apparatus sho~d _be
wasaw:ucofit. .·
: .:·
.. ,_·•,used."·.
·
·.. ·
-"The Unh-crsity ha to write letters and:_-.: · He said a small amount of asbestos is
send them.' to' the . Board of Capital .. present at all times in the air from nal.ual
because it is a naturally ocaurlng
Development;. Shurtz said.· ·"The ...
University 1w control _over haw fut the.·•· matcml Only long term c:xposurc to wgc ·
process takes."
· ·:_ ., : ·amountsofasbestoscauscsmaj:iiproblcms.
The Capital Development Board is the ' · · "People most likely to da-clop cancer
stlte body that controls state building pro- · 'from exposure. work in ship y:irds or in
jccts as well as major renovations.. · · ·· ·, abatement and arc exposed to large
Shurtz said that at KAM Solutions' •amounts all the time," Shwu said.
··
. request, signs were posted at all attic apcri~
. &portnMarl:.Lamhirdtanh
ings, and aa:css .w-..s restricted to only ·.
·
. rttzrheda/
employees who had proper training. Th:
·
tr.lining shows workers how to safely enter
· mlambird@~com

a

One }'t:11' b'cfore staff and faculty were
mm-cd out of the Automoti\'c Teclmologies
Administration building, University officials were aw.ire damaged asbestos w:as prctcnt in the building.
A report . obtained by the DAILY
Ecl'PTIAN from KAM Solutions, a company that spccwizcs in asbestos rcmov:il, recommended that immediate action be tikcn
to remove the asbestos found in the attic.
orrhe condition of the these matcrws
[pipe insulation that contiins asbestos) constirutes a Response Action One; Marie
Mitchell, a consulting cnginecr with KAM
Solutions, said.
.
He said Response Action One is the
highest le\'Cl of action that can be taken at a·
sight. The high level of action w:is recommend~ because of the wgc amount of
damage to the insulation around the pipes.
After the damage .wu disc:m=d, air
samples were taken in the office space below
the attic. lb samples came back r.cgativc
for tr.lees or the cancer causing fibcn.
"Inc most recent air samples, taken
Mardi 7," also came back negative. Even
after the air sampl~ were taken, parts of the

sources
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Republican candidate for governor Jim Ryan was .
at Williamson County Airport in. Marion Monday
along ~ith IL governor candidate Carl Hawkinson.
Both were winners in Tuesday's elections.

Resident EYII (RI D;eital

4:30 7:30 9-.SS .

Draconfl, (l'Q.lJ)'l);eital
10:I0ONLY
.
In The Bedroom (Rl
4:007:00!>:15
GoJord Park (RI
4:157:15

UNIVERSITY 457-6757
Next to Super Wal-Mart

:J 0

iO Days and iO Niglits (R)
5:10 7:309-.55
All About the Bcnjamlm (R) . ·
4:306:509-10
Ice Ar;c (FO) DigiDI

4:10 5:306:30 7:-15 8:45 9:45
John Q (F0-13)

4:007:009-.SO ..
Sbcnrtime (PG-13) DigiDI

•:507:159-JO

The lime Machine (F0-13) Digiw

4:206:409:00
.
We Were Soldiers (R) · .
5:008:15
.

.

Dean Hashimoto,

A.B.,M.S., M.D~ J.D., M.O.H .. and n·ow, flnally, IRA.
As a man •ho's,deoloted his Ille to the punuit

at knowledce, De.n tbshimoto wasni eolnc ta

pick a retilffllent plan without lint doinc his homewotlt. Th.al's why 1w chow an IRA from us,
tlw people with .,..;. 80 ~ar'i' ex~lence manacinc portfolios fo, tlw wo,fd's shMpest mind•.
Alter discOffri"I ~t our IRA• qlfet a variety of in¥esbMn1 choice, and low

I

ui:fenses.

0 tw decid~ '10 add one to hi• rnUltle. A wi.e choice, by • very wise man.

LD1 oo lor odus. adriee, ,ad reJaHs. TI.U~H.011 or call UDO 1-12.1716
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Professor wins summer. fellowship
P.E. professor to
enhance, improve
teaching strategies
Keva Gaston
Daily Egyptian

~

~ 613Eastf.fain ~

r-ljg.C

,-ljji:C

n,s.a n,~a

Carbondale, IL
(618) 457-7112

D!J~

r 11,-

MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES

$8.25GU=ED

Elaine Blir:dc is attempting to
bring life back into SIUC I ~ halls
and discussion sections.
To do this, she will de\'clop learning acthities to accompany videos on
sports-related issues, such as gender,
race/ethnicity, social class and scxwlit}, which dcsaibe concepts and issues
more dramatically and engagingly
thm traditional
class settings.
Blinde is a
graduate coordinator in the
Department of
Physical
Education and
one of seven
recipients
to
receive a summer fellowship
Blinde
designed
to
improve undagraduatc cowscs.
"'The summer teaching fellowship
p=ides a summer salary for faculty
so they can focus their energies on
cre2tl\'C ways to enhance teaching or
course development; Blindc said.
SIUC's Office of Academic
Afims and Rcscarch sponsors and
funds the program. It also forms a
committee to select recipients for the
fellowships.
"Her proposal contains merit
through its potential to favorably
impact srudcnt outcomes for at least

four courses that :ire presently offered acthity that can be used in conj~ncto undc,graduatc students," said Peter tion with each of the eight topics."
Carroll, assistant professor and acting
Blindc's goal in many of her
chairman in the Physical Education classes is to "sensitize students to
Ocpartment. .
· multicultural and sociol~gical factors
'The objccti\'C of this project is to that impact opportunities and expe·
impl'O\'C and enhance teaching cfTcc- ricnccs in sport and physical activity
tivcncss through the de\-clopmcnt of domains. She said the courses help
innovative video•bascd learning :u:tiv- encourage students to challenge traitics.
ditional beliefs through critical per"Thc objcetl\'CS she has stated for spcctivcs as well as adopting the
this project directly relate to innm-;i• position of others in examining
tion in undagraduatc education, the issues and events.
enhancement of teaching 'cffcctl\'CBlinde said videos provide a
ncss and the imp=-cmcnt of course forum separate from the instructor to
content which arc in agreement with present issues that may be highly senthe goals of the Undergraduate sitive or personal in nature. Video
Teaching Fellowship Program," provides an altcmati\'C voice to preCarroll said.
sent different versions of social life.
"Videos and active learning
Blindc said a combination of
sport-related video segments related approaches arc cxc'!l!cnt for providing
to eight different sociological topics students an opportunity to under•
. CO\'Cred in her courses will be put stand the experiences of persons diftogethcr. Leaming activities will fcrcnt from themselves," Blindc said.
then be de\-clopcd to use in conjunc- "It is anticipated that these videos
tion with these eight video segments. and learning activities will provide an
Blinde will review her sports alternative forum for presenting and
video library for segments and cover showcasing issues and I'm hoping
topical areas on sport issues related that it will help bring various socioto gender, race and ethnicity, social logical concepts to life for the stu•
class, sexuality, disability, politics. dents."
Bli~dc said she is very excited to
education and mass media. She will
then edit and compile these seg- ha\'C the opportunity to commit two
mcnts in videos for use in four areas, months this summer to the developincluding "Diversity in American mcnt of these video segments and
Sport,""Sport and l\1odcm Society," innovative lc-.uning activities.
"Psychological and Social Aspects of
"The task ,hould be both chalSport and Physical Activity" and lcnging and exciting and should
"Social Aspects of Sport."
enhance students' understanding of
"I will t2kc each o( these eight sociological concepts, encourage crit·
topics and identify video segments ical thinking and incrcasc•scnsitivity
that capture the sociological dynam· to diversity issues," Blindc said.
ics related to these topics," B~ndc
said. "Once the video segments arc RLpartrr Krtu Caston can 6t rttJUNd at
kgaston@dailycg))ltian.com ·.
- put together, I will CI'C:ltc a learning

Pained patients drawn to.magnets
Erick Bieritz .
The Daily Vidette (Illinois State U.)

This summer you cara take:
ENG120 (192'f4)
Composition I

3 hrs

First 4 wks

ENG121 (19304)
Composition II

3 hrs

Second 4 wks

SPElll (19248)
Public Speaking

3 hrs

,Al! 8 wks

Textbook Rental
No Classes on Friday
Many other transferrable courses are availa';,le.
Apply, Register, View Courst:S & Pay Tuition@

www.lakelandcollege.edu
If you enroll in all 3 courses you'll go to class
9 am• 1:15 pm, Monday• Thursday with breaks.

Lake Land College
S001 Lake Land Blvd., Mattoon, IL 61938

(217) 234..5434

Chadwick recommended seeing the family doctor
before moving to treatments like magnet therapy.
He said it w:is frustrating. to sec people use a techNORMAL, Ill. CU-WIRE) - Medication may be nique based on -i theory that has not been proven.
the most common way to relieve aci1es and pains, but a
People of all ages can use magnetic therapy products
ne\v form of therapy using magnets to relieve medical to sooth minor aches and pains. There is no training or
ailments is becom:ng increasingly popular in main- certification required to be a "magnet thcr.ipist."
stream medicine.
.
The most common way to know if the magnets arc
"Magnetic therapy is becoming a more and more vis- working is if the person using mag:u:t therapy feels a
ible part of the alternative medicine boom in the United reduction in pain. The research that has been done
St:itcs and Europe; said James Livingston, author of regarding magnet therapy has shO\m that some people
"Magnetic Therapy: Plausible Attraction" published by who use it experience a warm ~::nsation on the area in
Harvard Unh·crsity Press.
which the magnet is placed.
Why magnetic- therapy works is not co1,•plrt-:,y
Persons interested in trying magnetic therapy should
understood, but there arc a few pro;-•Jsals.
· try out a small, inexpensive product first before invest"There arc two theories that arc used to explain mag• ing in the more expensive products.
nctic therapy," Rim Sharp, author of"l\lagnct Therapy"
Magnetic personal product$ range from neckbces
published by Gale Group, said.
and bracelets, knee, back. shoul"One theory maintains that magder and wrist braces, mattress
nets produce a slight elc'-"trical
pads and gloves and shoe inserts.
, , Magnetic therapy is
current. When magnets ~re
"Thr.rc arc very few side
applied to a painful uca of the
becoming a more and more effects from using magnetic thcr·
body, the ne11.-::s in that area arc
apy," Sharp s:iid. "Generally
visible part of the
stimulated, thus releasing the
pati-:nts using this therapy find
that it either works for them or it
body's natural painkillers."
alternative
medicine
boom
do,::s
not.~
·
"The other theory maintains
in the United States and
that when magnets arc applied to
To avoid troubling the Food
a painful area of the body. all the
and Drug Admini~tration, most
Europe.,,
cells in that area react to increase
suppliers of magnetic personal
blood circulation, ion exchange
J•mes Uvlr.pton
therapy products emphasize only
author. 'Magnetic Therapy: Plaus,ble Attraction'
"comfort" and wually state. "No
and oxygen flow to the area,"
medical claims arc made,"
Sharp said. "Increased oxygen in
the tissues a.,d blood stn"YI' 1s
Livingston said.
thought to make a considerable difference in the speed
Magnets have long been believed to ha\'c healing
of healing."
powers associated with muscle pain ;md stiffness,
The magnets arc often worn on shoes, knee braces, according tll the Gale Encyclopedia of• Alternative .
bracelets and necklaces. Carle Thetapy Orthopedic · Medicine.
Certified Specialist Martin. Chadwick said they arc
"Magnetic therapy" -- the use of magnct.s to relic-. c
p,,pular \\ith people· who have lower back pain, heel pain in various areas of the body •· dates as far back as
pain and foot pain.
the early Egypti:ms.
•The theory is that magnetic waves alter the chemiChine::: hcalcn as early ;is 200 B.C. were said to use
cals that cause pain," Chadwick said. .
magnetic lodestones on the body to correct imbalances
Alt.'iou~h some evidence ~..j,gests magnets may alle- in the flow of energy.
viate pain, Chadwick s:aid the actual rcsc:.rch is inconIn 1954, Linus C. Pauling received th: Nobel Prize
clusive. He did not specify any known d....gen of mag- in chemistry for his discovery of the magnetic ·properties
net therapy, but did ~ay those with implanted devices of hemoglobin, the component in blood that is rcspn'l·
should be careful.
siblc for its red color.
···"You always need to be [especially] careful \~ith
Since hcm;,gJobin is easy to magnetize, iron in blood
pj1ccmakcn," Chad,,ick said. Patients should also be is a perfect carrier for energy.
. •
. From this discovery to contemporary magnet ihcrasure their pain. source is properly diagnosed, ~1;-ardlcss
of what sort of trcatmc,t they choose, traditional or py use. American interest in magnetic therapy continues
to grow more prevalent,
otherwise.
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Benefit to· raise money for Wildlife Festival brings
nature back to SIUC

scholarships for women
William Alonso

musical and theatrical performances by area artists. The event
will begin with a perform.incc of
Perhaps the only thing, better •up on Mt. Nebo" written by
than outbidding someone for St. Harrison Scott, directed by Ken
Louis Cardinals tickets is· the Bright and performed by Promise
knowledge that the mor:ey used to McGowan and Wendy Hurst.
win the tickets will help someone There will also be a dance perattend !HUC,
formed by the Southern
In celebration· of
Illinois Repertory Dance
Women's History Month .,
Theater.
the Women's Caucus, SIUC ;
A ·number of silent
auction items will also be
Women's Studies dep:irt- \'1'•---,ffY
mcnt and the Carbondale
up for bidding at the
branch of the American
event. The items include
two tickets to the Grand
Association .of University
Women is sponsoring •I
Ole Opl); ~ tickets to
•sampler of Women in the
spring ShlJ'OCk events, St.
Arts."
L
Louis Cardinals baseball
As part of the exhibit, the three ,·ouchers and gift certificates from
groups arc having a scholarship several area businesses.
benefit at 4 p.m. today at the
Morrow said since its inception,
Dunn-Richmond Center. The the event has become increasingly
exhibit has been on display since successful in raising money for the
the . beginning of March and art scholarships, which are not
work from regional \1omcn artists endowed.
will continue to be on display until
·The first r~ar WC brought in
March 27.
a performing artist and we made
This is the sixth year of the S900," Morrow said. •Last year,
scholarship event, which raises the fifth year, we made a little
mone)" for four scholarships over S6,000. My expectations, !
aimed at bringing female students would actually like to see raising
· to the University. Deb Morrow, S6,S00, I will be absolutely
sc.:rctary in the Women's Studies ecstatic with whatever we bring
Department, is one of 10 people in."
who have helped organize the
Linda Benz, assistant director in
event. She said so far the event the office of institutional rc:scarch
has procured a good amount of and studies, is also helping organize
the event, which has been in the
funds.
•Qiitc often wc find there arc a planning stage since October. She
number of women students who do uid the C\-cnt wouldn't have been
not have enough funds for school," possible without the numerous
Morrov, said. "It has been wonder- hard-working volunteers who have
ful in silent auction items. \Ve been handling ,-uious aspects of the,.
·
l
~ haven't had a large amount of ticltct C'l(ent. : · ·
sales through this office, but we
• Benz s~id the event is more than·
have had a huge amount of sales in just a Unh-crsity-based C\-cnt.
•\Ve have grown a lot and now
other offices."
The e,-cnt includes a number of consider it to be a regional and com•

Daily Egyptian

Sweeping campaign finance
changes expected to pass
Jackie Koszauk

political appearances in a congn:ssional election year.
The bill also would prohibit so·
WASHINGTON (KRT) - called "issue ads" on television paid
Spurred by the Enron scandal, for by corporations and unions just
Congn:ss is on the ,-c,ge of passing before :an election. This is certain to
the most sweeping changes in cam• be challeng~ by opponents in.fed·
paign fin;mce laws since the era! court as an unconstitutional ·,io·
\Varergate era almost 3u )-Cars ago.
lation of free s~«h. In fact, the
Supporters of a bill t:> restrict the le:iciCl' of opponents to the bill, Sen.
flow of money into political cam- Mitch McConncll, R-Ky., plans to
paigns ari: expected to prevail challenge the measure ,,n these
\Vcdnesday in the Senate, where grounrls even before the law takes
they arc confident they have the 60 effect Nov. 6, the day after the 2002
\'Otes necessary to shut off debate. elections.
Final pas&2ge \llould quickly follow,
•The larger battle as far as
which \\'Ould send. the measure to Congress is concerned is over. The
President Bush, who is expected to real action "ill be later in court,"
sign
it.
The
House
of McConnell S:iid Tuesday.
Represcmati,'CS passed the hill 240The bill also would double the
189 on Fe.'>. 14.
current limit.on regulated political
The legislation would bar large, contributions to S2,000 per election
unrcgulatc.-! contnoutions known as and would permit the limit to rise
"soft mo1.,:y.. to national political par· each year :at the rate of inflation.
tics. Enrc .~, the bankrupt en~rgy
The bill's suoportcrs say the
giant, was cone in a long roster of cor- cl>.:.ngcs would cmb the influence of
porations, wealthy indivi.Juals and a political elite that uses luge donalabor uniens that used big donations , tions to win access to those who
to cultivate friendships in politia. • go,-crn, ac:ccss that ordi=,, people.
Enron showered S3.6 million in polit- do not have, t1!us undermining the
ical contributions since 1990 ?n Bush principle· of citizen equality in a
democracy.
.
and lawmal.,TI from both parties.
While no evidence has emerged
Opponents, wh!' had successfully
showing that Enron won . favors blocked similar legisl:ition since
from government in exchange for 199S; s:iy the cliangcs would ,vcakcn
donations, the air of potential cor- rolitid ~es, which help unite
r1;1tion suffusing recent in,·estiga- . rhc counll)' by forging nujority
tlJl,s into Enron's December bank- coalitic.ns,' and inste:id wocld .!rive .
ruptcy helped ~rsuade lawmakers money into speci:.1-intemt grcups,
d1:at new campaign-finance rules arc which.could keep spending frccly on ,
ncccs5al)', if for nothing else than. politics.

Kni~ht Ridder Newspapers

' ' It is a great event,
people can come out
and spend a little
money too and feel like
they can help a female
student attend SIU in
the fall., '

.

Un,ullenz
assistant director, institutional
research and studies

munity event; Benz said.
By combining the efforts of the
three organizations, Benz said they
have · been able to attract more
women to the University with mon:
scholarships at higher dollar
amounts. She said three· organizations have been :able to assist arounc!
7S female students gain funds to
attend the University.
"It will be a lot of fur, We have
the music and dance penormances,
lots of great food and tl,e silent :iuction; Benz said. Alt is a great event,
people an come out and spend r.
little money too a.1d feel like they
can help a female student :attend
sru in the fall."

Campus organization
will hold a film festival

Thursday in Life
Science III auditorium
Ivan Thomas
Daily Egyptian
Mother nature and its inhabitants will bring t.'ie daily struggles
and adventures of the wild ro the
SIUC campus Thursday when the
Wudlife Furn Festival begins.
The Wudlife Society chapter on
campus has obtained award- winning films from Missoula, Mont.,
the home of last
International
Wudlife Furn Festival. The nine
videos that will be presented
produced by a.'tists from :across the
world, and they will be shown with
the intent of raising aw:,.n:ncss of
the "natural world, as wdl as eduuting and entertaining students.
The various vid..-m will range
from African bushmen e.-nbarking
on a huntiog rampage to examining
the life of the endangered fox. They
will also include documentaries and
wildffe films set to a musical score.
Some of the awards the films
won include best saipt, best narra·
tion, human invention, best of catcgoiy, best photography. best tdcvision series and best independent

>='s

were

Showing the films is a way to get
students and the public involved
with wildlife, Baki said, and :a good ,
way to inform them about what is
happening in other p.uts of the
world.
•Most people who think of
wildlife only think about flowers
and mammals, but wc arc going to
c:xposc them to other things,• Baki
said.
John McDonald, adviser for the
• wildlife organization, said the festival is also a way for the group to
raise money for some other :activities i: has planned for the future.
He said this is the third year the
Wudlife Society has sponsored the
festival, and it was s ~ at the
Unn'Crsity by a student who was
interested in the International
Wudlife Festival and wanted to
bring it closer to home. Now the
liapter aims to introduce world
issues and make people mon: conscious of their surr01ndings.
Four films will be shown on the
first day. and the other five will be
shown on the s«ond day. The program will bst from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Thursday and Friday in the Life
Science m auditorium.
•1 am looking forward to this,
and I hope that pev--ple will have
fun, and become better informc<l
about things concerning tre envi•
ronment,• Baki said.

film.
&porttr :Yi/liam Alansa can ht
rtachtd at
walonso@dailyegyptian.com

1'11••droi~lp·ben.nt;.;,. ·
-S.mpt.rofWomen In Ille Arts".

:·,.:~~~t;;:.,e 1,;
Tkbts.,. $10 for the general ·::
publk.,,d$5forstudenu.,,d

•~cltiz!ns.
'""'- - - - - - - - - - - ~

Janina Baki, president of the
WUdlife Society. said she is opti•
micic :about what the fesm':11 has to
offer and looks fo:ward to showing
the films to the spectators.
•J think that we have really
good videos that bring up hsues
people usually don't think of," Baki
said.·"I
excited about the
one "-c have on worms and the
affect they have on the en\'iron~
ment. That is something people
never think about."

am rca!!r

R.Lporttr lwn Thomas can h~
nachtdat
ithomas@drilycgyptian.com
T11• ~ Fut/val Wl11 take . •
p/-lniMUf•~nfil ,
eudltonum. Ad,nlu/on Is $3 for
. rh• public .,,d $2 tor s!vdents. .
• · For more lnlonm,tlon visit th• ,
·. SIUC WUdlif• Sodrly
•t _
www.slu.«lul-sl~tM.html

.,,.bslt•

or contsct .,.,,..,. s.H
.r,57..f:US.

ICALLING ALL STUDENT'S! I

fil

(SIUC Students Are Invited To Attend)

Thursday, March 21, 2002
A unique opportunity, Liberal Arts Future~ to hear SIUC
COLA Alumni now in many different profes~lons. Learn
. from· their experience. Talk to people who have
graduated from your major and see how a Liberal Arts
edu~tion serves them in life and work.
Mark Tht1rsday, March 21, 2002, on ~ur calendar as COLA Alumni Dayl
Morning departmental sessions wiU be meeting between 10:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.;
check with individu!\I COLA dep.;rtments/schools for datails.
....

Q.-

i:00 _ 2:30 p.m.
2:~!I ~ 3:30 p.m.
,1:00. 4:30 p.m.

~j

i·

Three peneral afiemoon meeU:igs will also be open fo All students,: · ..

·
Unlvan1lty Musa:111; Audlbrlum
Old Baptist Fo.undatlon- Recital Hall . . . .
Marlon Klalnau fhaatra
_ ,

~e Yt!u There!
U-Card Evenf· ·

·

.
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for the Republican party that it needs to
broaden its base.
~They now know tl1ere arc
Republicans who are pro-choice, that
there are Rc,ublicans who believe in
equal rights ~d there are Republicans
who are concerned with the rights of :tll,
including women anc minorities,~
\'':,od said.
O'M:tlley also came under fire during
the campaign after anonymous mailings
were circulated among Southern Illinois
Republicans saying they supported Ryan
because he would be in fa\•or ofgay marriage. Wood and O'M:tlley both ran ads
criticizing Ryan, who rounteted with a
radio ad that touted yet another
endorsement from former Gov. Jim

Edgar.
Ultra-consen'ative O'M:tlley has

lagged behind Ryan in the: polls since
the beginning of the campaign but has
been neck-and-neck with Wood since
the start The state senator has strong
stances on several issues, which may
have turned off middle-of-the-road
Republicans.
"\\Then you ron on principles you
nC\'Cr lose,• OM:tlley said when he conceded Tuesday night.
Looking tm,'ard Ncvembcr, Ryan
said during his victory speech Tuesday
night that he: is ready to take the reins of
the Republican part),
~Tomo=v we take up the challenge
to unite this great party and stat.!,• Ryan
said. ''We are going to take this party in
a new direction."
And although there wasn't a lot of
hooting and hollering at the Jackson
County Republican Headquarters,
Frank and the other Ryan supporters
wore the contented smiles of,'Otcrs who
had chosen the \\inning candidate.

Rrportrr Ginrry Sh:zlsJ:i can be rtatlxd al
gskalski@dailyegyptian.com

,•

• • - - . • .... • , . , , ,
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the No,·ember primary, who carried the
R~pub!ican nomination with case over his contenders Lt. Gov. Corinne V/ood and State Sen.
Patrick O'Malley.
\Vhi!e all the candidates ran a tight race in
Chicago and the collar counties, banking on
three suburban counties until ,i,e very end;
Blagojevich enjoyed o,·erwhelming support in
Southern Illinois.
It may have been that he turned on commercials downstate long before any of his
Democrat n\'31s, doubled the spending of his
opponents and played down the influence of his
father-in-law, the powerful Chicago alderman
Dick.Mell.
Blagoje\icl1 spent ~illions of dollars flooding the airways with advertisements that
~mphasized his immigrant roots and blue-collar background. Before rising to the position of
the Democrat nominee for Illinois governor
Tuesday night, BlagojC\ich served as Cook
County State's Attorney and currently represents Chicago's 5th district in Congress.
Vallas, who finished in a close second,
enjoyed the backing of Glenn Poshard, the
Marion Democrat who narrowly lost the 1998
dection, hdping him rope in some additional
downstate support ~ but Poshard's weight
wasn't enough to carry him to a \\in.
"These arc nC\'er easy, even when it's not
your own,• said Poshard's wife Jo at the Vallas
campaign headquarters in Marion's Lincoln
square. "Squeakers arc never fun.•
Jo Poshard retreated early from the head·
quarters to check on her husband, who is still
homebound recovering from a vehicle accident
three weeks ago.
Before running the multi-billion dollar
Chicago school system, V:tllas served as budget
· director of the city of Chicago under Mayor
Bill Daley and before that he served as the
direnor of revenue for the city of Chicago.
Both V:tllas and Blagoje,ich tried adamantly to pin a Daley endorsement to their shoulder,
but the mayor decided to steer clear of formally endorsing any candidate.
Roland Burris, finishing last, prm·cd today
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that the third time is not always a charm.
Burris, a familiar name in Illinois politic:, led
the pack in early polls and touts his four Sca!n•
dal-free terms in state\\ide office, first as comptroller and then as attorney general, Burris beat
Jim R)'an,'front-ronner in the Republican field
for goi·ernor, in the race for attorney general in
1990 and was the first black man to hold
statewide office.
He's gained momentum in the black community and received endorsements from powerful players such as the Rev. Jesse Jackson Sr.
"A name you know. A name you trustt \\'31' the
Burris campaign slogan but a scarecrow staff
and limited funds meant few people heard it.
The strong showing Burris receh·ed in the
polls early on d,,indled as his rivalr began hitting the campaign trail. Burris raised just under
S2 million in the 2002 campaign cycle compared to his opponents, Blagoje.ich, who raised
more than S5 million and Paul Vallas who
raised just under 53 million.
Compared to the Republican gubernatorial
candidates, the Democrats ran a fairly clean
campaign. The major battle between
Blagojevich and V:tllas was over gun control
and abortion - even though both are pro·
choice and support gun control.
·
Blago;;:\ich also threw punches at Vallas,
accusing him of spending more than $800,000
on personal chauffeurs when V:tllas was CEO.
of the Chicago school system. Burris tried to
encourage his Democratic rivals to run a no
mud~slinging campaign in the spirit of party
ur:ity.
According to a poll appearing last week on
ABC-7 news in Chicago, the three Democratic
candidates were in a tight pack for the lead in
Chicago and the suburLan Cook County with
Vallas actually holding a slight edge.
Blagojevich, however, enjoyed ill':; ense downstate support where he was expected to rack up
more than 60 percent of the Democratic vote,
according to the poll taken by Richard Day
Research ofE\.tnston of 1,000 Illinois voters.
That poll proved correct Tuesday night, and
it may have been Southern Illinois voters that
did the proving.

ON CAMPUS
---

Profy!ssor lectures on
religious identify
through photographs

Steve Dolfinger, a professor and director of
clinical training in the Psychology Department,
will discuss religious and spiritual identity
through photo essays aeated by his students at
7:30 tonight at the Interfaith Center.
The program title!1, "Religious and Spiritual.
Identity: Integrating. Religion, Psychology and
Photography.• w111 highrrght a compilation of
more than 10 years of photo projects submitted
by students for a personarrty psychology dass
Dolfmger has taught
The Associates Dedicated to Life in Balance,
an organizatio!l representing the holistic
approach to spirituarrty and refigious variatic,n, is
sponsoring the free eo.'COL
Dolfmger said the speech will not center only
on the creative. ways:. his students have
expressed their rel"rgious identity through pho,
tography. It w11l also demonstrate how they see.,
themselves and how others perceive them. .
'1he photo essays show how people feel
about certain things and the wide cfivetsity of
viewpoints people have," Dolfinger said -ihey
arsplay the richness of the SIU student body.'

Gus Says:

Remember
to vote in
November

Rrporttr Molls Par.ktr <an lu rearhtd at
mparkcr@dailyegyptian.com
~
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Mobile Homes

Motorcycles

Auto
CLASSIFIED

95 VOYAGER VAN, exc ooncl in &

LINE
Based 011 con=th-e
·rwmi.bi;dat=

l day
Sl36pcrline'perd.ty
Jd2y1
.SJ.l6p.,rline!pcrday
lOdZ.YJ
.99: p:r line/pmlay
20d2ys
.7lt pcrline/per&y
• 1_-900 & Legal lWc
Sl.70pcrlinelpcrday

Minimum Ad S~:·
3lines
• 25 characters pr/line
Copy Deadline: ·

11:30 a.m;

•

l day prior to public.lion
•

-

..

ou~ auto !ransmission. 71.xxx mi.
S4500 obo. 93 Van, exc, 72,xxx.
S3200 botn one owner, 529-8485.

1999 SUZUKI GSXR 600, 7.xxx.
wMe and blue, new tires, excellent
coootion 54000 firm. 927-2196

1992. 40 X 11. 3 bdrms, 2 baths,
pon:h. r:Ja. heat. w/d, furn. must sell
by Apr~ 1, S13,000obo. 529-2150.

89 SUZUKI-GS 550E sports bike,
runs great, in great shape. S1200
obo, 549-3885. •

ale. near campus, no pets 549-

97 YAMAHA VZF 600, blue, nice
bike, fast. 6,000 mi. do not want iO
sell but have too. 54,000, 924-5552.
NEW MOTOR SCOOTERS and mopeds, SSOO. can 529-0796 or
httpJ/www Gi:zDeals.com
YAMAfiA 250 EXCITER 1982. 4,xxx
mi, greal cond. S1200 obo, 687•

2425 hOme or 453• 1784 work.

99 FORD MUSTANG, red, V6,
44,XXX mi. 5 sp, loaded. exc cond
in and ou1. s10. 900, 549-6023.
98 TOYOTA COROLLA LE. 44.xxx
mi, au!o. blue. great condition. warran1y till 04. $9,500, 203-2257.
BUY POLICE IMPDUNDSI
Carsllrucks from SSOO, for listings
call Hl00-319-3323 ext 4642.

BUY, SB..l.. AND trade. AAA AU!o
Sales, 605 N lninoisAve, 457-7631.
WANTED FORD ESCORTS or Mercury Tra= witt1 mechanical problems. wiD ix,y cash. from 1991-1996
call 217-534--6069 alter 5 pm.

Homes
HOMES FROM s10.ooo. 1·3 bdrm,
local bank repos and foreclosures,
financing possible. for listings 800719-3001 ext 11345.

EXffi.4 NICE. 1, 2 &3 bdrm !um,

0491 or 457-0609

Furniture

Appliances

WE BUY REFRIGERATOR. stove,
washer, dryer. window ale, lV, com•
puters fworking or nol) 457-77fi1.

.

1433 East Walnut Street

1iiiOO . ~@
""·~mru::;,~
.;~

Stevenson Arms

..\···;.

600 West MiJ..l St.

'

How much: $455.00
P.er month for these
huge two bedroom
apartments!

pH. 549-1332

Acceetinq
Reservations for
Fall 2002
NOH

WANTED TO BUY: vehicles. motor•
cycles, running or no~ paying !om
525 lo S500, Escorts wanted. call ·
534-9437 or 439-6561.

..

I Colonial East :
Apartments

Fre:rhmen , Dnderqrad.s

.

FAXm
Fax us your Cla~fied M
24 hOurs a dayl

Include the following Information:
"Fun name and address
•:::iates to publish
'Classification wanted
•Weekcl3y (8-4:30) phone number

Miscellaneous
93 YAMAHA 4-WHEB.Efl, excellent
condition. S1500. can 618-627-4610.

deadlines. The Daily Egyptian reserves the right lo edit. property
classify or decline any ad.

Rooms

618-453-3248
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Frig flke new S175, stove S100,
Washer/Dryer S250. 20 inch color tv
S60, 25 inch S100, 457-8372.

Attention SIU-C

You can place your classified ad
onfmeat
hllpJ/classad.saluluc:ily.de.siu edul

Stereo Equipment
MARSHALL AMPS IN stock. DJ,
video. recoorng stua'OS, PA Rent•
als, Lighting, Book your spring
e,ents now. April weekends fitting
up fast! Can 457-8641 or 457-0280
www.soundcoremuslc.com

FAX ADS are subject to normal

BEAUTIFUL :.NlNG ROOOM & dining room fumitu:<>, light in color.
moving :eve,ytl1ing 's going. very
reasonable. call 618-627-4610.

"I • •

Office Houis:·
Moo-Fri 8:00 am -4:30 pm , .

~~,~f!,t/:;

Electronics

Parts & Service
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR l.loblle
Mechanic. he makes hOuse calls.
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393.

1993 MAZDA MX3, fed, new tires,
live speed, plw. p/1. nice ca, 1t3.xxx
mi, 53500 obo 618-357-6460.

·

PARK PLACE EAST, res haH. lnt'I,
grad. upper Class student, quiet, util
incl. dean rooms, furn. 5210 & up.
ca!l 549-2831. not par1y place.

a

Pets & Supplies
PIT BULL PUPPIES, 5 male. 2 female, various colors, s100. 9655470.

SALUKI HAU., ClEAN rooms, util
incl, S200Jmo. across from SIU, sem
lease, call 529-3815 or 529-3833.

i?-1For All Your%i"l~
Housing Needs
and Sovlis
Uvverr.ln~smen
Grad si;ulents
Couples

. Freshmen

ZJ.fil!!l. Over
CarlJondaleHouscan
(5iJ . OJ tre iltaret ~J
:•
•••••••••••••• .. •-•-••-----------.1..a

Need Fumrture7 We II

W~rlcWithYou

1

11
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CLAS:;IFIED
2 BDRM, RESIDENTIAL area. nleety
decarated. latoe kl1dlen and living
room, ref & lfoase req, no pets,
-2-BD-RM,--$2-SO,'M0--,-,/2-util-ille-.-s,-pe-r• I $575/mo, 457-8009.
room, pets Ok. responlsillle party
2 BU<S TO S1U, eff,c, tum, ale, wa•
wanledcaDDll!i-0031 ~t-4399.
ter & trash, S21plmo, 411 E Hesler,
457-6798, special summer rales. ·
FEMALE NEEDED TO share 2 bdrm
2 BLOCKS FROM Morris library,
new, nice, 2 bdrm, furn. carpet. ale, •
605 W ~ . 516 S Poplar, 609
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to
W Colle09, 529-3581 or 529-1820.
share new townhcose, 5 min from
ca111>us for aummer and/or tan sem. 1 - - - - - - - - - APTS, HOUSES, & Trail'irs close to
$233/rno, can NiW at 549-7555.
SIU, 1.2, 3, 4 and 5 bdrm, lum, call
MllORO, FEMALE TO &hare a nice 529-3581 or 529-1820, lllyants.
lg home, clean & quiet. w/d, c/a,
car put, $2CO'mo, 61~5584.
AVAILABLE NOW

Roommates

=.'r;'~fn:r.:s.~ '

Nice3bdnnapl

Sublease

Newly remodeled, ale, w/d, d/w
Walking distance to campus

401 Eason
CHl!'.AGO, NEED SUBLEASER

Schilling Property Management
549-0895.

Mayt ltnJAug1 tor beautiful S!U•
dio apt, laundly on-sile, t block
from lake, 5 bloclcs from w~
Field, easy access to public

BEAUTIFUL EfflC APTS In C .;..-,
historic district. quiet, clean. new
appl w/d, call van Awken 529-5881.

lran3p()rtation, $675,'mo,
773-929-6818, Iv msg.

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO APT
West side of caffl):..'S, newly remod-

FEMALE ACX. AMATE NEEDED
$350lm0, Incl 2 bdrm & priv"'..te batn,
yd, 3SM 295 ·
c/a, fireplace,

fenced

_B_RAN_D_N_'el/_1_&_2_bdrm
__
apts.--G-&
R P,q..."fty Mgmt, 2300 S lllinOis
Ave/921 E Grand, ceramlc tile, plush
carpeting, w/d, d/w, patio & dedl.
ceiing fa-,,, cac 5¢9-4713.

----------1
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP, from
now-Aug, spacious 1 bdrm on S
Wan, S300'mo, can 549-6827.

DALE AREA. BARGAIN, SPA·
ous, 1 & 2 bdrm apt, air, Incl
a!er & trash. no pets, can 684145 or 684-6862.
QiECK OUT ALPHAS places Wld,
d/w, wlllt1pool tubs, master suites,
garages. fenced ded<s, cats c:onsid•
ered, t-4 bdrm. avaat.!ay-June.
Aug, 457-6194 or 529-2013, CIYisS.
alpharental C aol.com,

SUBLEASEfl WANTED FOR sum•
mer 2002. nice big house, close to
ca~. cheap rent. call 529-5498.
SUMMER SUC.LET AVIJL May thnJ
Aug, 2 bdrm. close to cal!l)Us, can
Jurie or Iv mess 647-358-4641.

www.daiJyegyptian.corrlAlpha.html

Apartments
MAY/ AUG LEASES
4, 3, 2, 1 bdmls,
549-4808 no pet,,
Fl'ff Rental Usl al 324 W Walnut

4 LARGE BDRMS, 1·2 baths,
: c/a. wld. May or Aug lease,
549-4808 (no pets)
•
Fl'ff Rental List al 324 W WalnuL

3 LARGE BDRMS, 1 bath, c/a,
w/d, May or August lease
549-4808 (no pets)
FrM Rental list at 324 W Walnut

1

1 BDRM AFTS, quiet location,
C'd.lle can t-en-985-923-1 or cell

MllOAO, 2 BDRM, carpet, air, deck,
no pets, $260/mo, 967-9202 or 687•

45n.

N'e/11 BDRM, tun size w/d In unit,
d/w, prtv:.te fenced patio, walk-In
closet. nat or loll design, cat; considered $460-$520, call 457-8194.
www.dailyegypllan.com/Alpha.hlml
N'el/ CONSTRUCTION, 2 bdrm,
avail Aug, da. dlw, microwave, ceiling tans, Ice maker, DSL high speed
lntemel avail, big ICl"Htl TV, In
each apt. rewrved parking, on &ile
laundly lacillly, Ct.CSE TO CAM·
PUS, 1 ~. from !!le S1U Rec Center,
924-8225 or 549-6355 tor details.

apts, ht of addles~ In yard
1408 S Popular & in Daily Egyplan "Oawg House Website, under
aper Rentals", no pets, caa 684145 or 684-6862.
· TOWNE-SIDE WEST
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
Paul Bryant Rentala
457-s&a,C.
Cheryl K, Paui, Dave
have you ~rwdl ••__
&I

The Dawg House
Daily Egyptlan's online housing
guide at
://www.dailyegypllan.com/d3wg
• house html
WEDGEWOOD HILLS, NEW 2
bdrm, •PP'. $700/mo, w/d, 3 bdrm
tum, $720/mo, no pets, 54g.5590_

www.dailyegypllan.com.ALPHA.html
HUGE 2 BDRM, 1 car garage, over.
sized wllit1pool 11Jb, latoe privale
len::ed IQ patio, family r,e;ghborhood, avail June, cats considered,
$7&1/mo,457-8194.
alpharental C aol.com
wtNi.dailyegyptian.com/alpha.html

illiWiill.tif1lliLiltl1

-.. Check .out T'1is F.asfer Deal/· f».

. T H E QUADS APARTMENTS H A S ~

LIMJZEl2 l:iJLMllEB
OF 3 BEDROOM SPLIT-LEVEL APARTMENTS
FOR FALL ~002 WHICH CAN BE RENTED
FOR 2 PERSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF A 2 BEDROOM

Townhouses

·WHILE THEY YISI

TOWNHOUSES

306 w

ecneoe. 3 bdrms, lum'lln-

*
~~~~::::~y *

1um. c:... May/ Aug leases,

Apartments Are:

549-4808 (no pets)
FrN Rental list at 324 W Walnut.

STUDIOS CLOSE TO campus,
clean. furn or untum. water & trash
Ind, May or Aug, no pets. S260/mo,
529-3815.

NEAR THE REC, 2 bdrm. 1.5 bath,
ort street parking, cats consldered,
$470, 457-6194, 529-2013, CIYis B,

www.dailyegyptian.com'Alpha.hlml

place, $920/mo, avail May- June,
Aug, 457-6194, 529-2013, Chris B.

-W•

ICE NEWER 1-8DRM, furn. car
a/c, 509 S Wall, or 313 E Mil
pets, summer or fall, 529-3581.

SPACIOUS STUDIO, FULLY lum
Apts near campus, ale, cable ready,
laundly laolities, free parlung, water
& trash removal, SIU bUS stop, manaoer on premises, phone, 549-6990.

OiECK OUT ALPHAS places w/d,
d/w, wllit1pool lubs, master suites.
garages, fenced decks, cats considered, 1-4 bdrm, avaa May • June •
Aug, 457-6194or 529-2013, VnsS.
alpharentalCaol.com,
www.~ilyegypti3n.com/1Jpha.html
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GORDON 1.N, LG 2 bdrm, whir1pool
tub, haH bath downstairs, 2 car oaraoe, patio, w/d, d/w, $8S(){mo, also
avail 2 master suite version w/ fire.

FULLY FURNISHED

400 E HESTER. very lg 3 bdrm by
Rec, d/w, w/d, priva!e pa!iO, microwave, part,;!:lg, avail 8/16, 54g.1osa.

MULTIPLE PHONE LINES

AIR CONDmONED

SPAt;~~:::~=:::~
SWIMMIN~ POOL

ALPHAS BU!LDING AGAIN AT
1000 BREHM, 2 bdrm, botn bdrm
suites have whirlpool tub, wid. d/w,
priva111 l e ~ pa!iO, garden window, breakfast bar, cats considered,
$780, avail anytime May-Aug, 457•
8194 or 529-2013 Ctvls 8.

CI.OSETOSIU, 1 bdrm apt.
$325/mo, lncludeS water & trash,
avaij Aug, no pets, can 549-4471.

11@~jr~
L®@ma@

COUNTRY SETTING, 5 miles from
SIU, 1 bdrm. $400{mo, uti Incl, avail
now,Das-:3923.
GREAT LANOLORDS FOR FALL o·
GOO E Par11 t & 2 bdrm duplex apts.
No pets please, 1-618-693-4737.

lil&.\t\\ltt~

LARGE 2 and 3 bdrm apts, 1 blk
from campus, an util Ind, ort street
parlung lot. caD 549-5729.
LARGE STUDIO OR 1 bdrm. clean.
quiet. pref grad, no pets, 1 year
lease, May or Aug, $285-$355/mo,
529-3815.
-l- -&--bclrm--a-pt._t_block
_ _from
___0 1 2
ca~ at 604 s Urwersity,
529
$350/mo & $450lmo, caD
•1233•

GEORGETOWN, NICE, FURN, un•
lum, 2 & 3 bdrm. soph.tJrad. see dis- ~"'"''~ 11un
play by appt. no pets, 529-2187.
t bdrm nearly new, wall( In C:~set,
ale, Ian, deck
•1· & 2 BDRM APT, lum/unlum, lie,
must be r,eat a clean, close to
2 bdrm nearly new, Park SL
SIU, avail, May/August, 457-7762.
2 bdrm- most utilit.es Ind,
1 & 2 bdrm. ale, good location, Ideal
Great location
for grads or family, no pets, year
lease, csepoSit, 529-2535.
3 bdrm. BIG 2 bath, d/w, w/d,
cenlrala/c
t & 2 bdrm, ale, quiet, avail now and
May, www.but1<pr0perties.com, caD
4 bdrm, Mill St. BIG 2 bath, ale
549-0081, also avail Aug.
1 BDRM APT, appl ind, nice,
$275/mo, trash & water provided,
M13oro, 967-6354 or 534-2763.

M'BORO, 1 ANO 2 BDRM, lg, dean,
S250-350(mo, traSh, water, appl, Ubl,
new carpet and tile, 518-61J7•tn4.

eled. 457-4422.

NEEDED SUBLEASEA ASAPI 2
bdrm trailer, 179, pets ok, S25Q'mo,
$50 ort deposit now1 Can 529-4444.

---------•

2 BDRM, A/C, good location. Ideal
for grads or family, no pets, year ·
lease, deposit. 529-2535.

LU>V Ht:N r M'BORO, nice large,
clean, 1·2bdtm, carport. new heat &
da, no pets, residential atl'a, Aug t,
~75-$410/mo, 684·3557, PM c:dy.

5 bdrm. Par11 St, 2 bath. rJ/w, ale,
c:ar;iorl. fenced yard
Schilling Propeny Management
63SEWalrol
549-0895

922-4921.

Move in NOW and pay no rent Until Nat' ,
Move in March and receive a$100 gift certincate
· _•from ~e Saluki Bookstore.

Extended Leases

(Current tenants wilfing to move out early)

t
t ~ 603 WGAII

l,'ins

~

-

t

t

www.dailyegyptian.com/Alpha.html

1

26EDROOM
$470
GOmlll UJIE $V.,O
t 1,~ml 5. IUJHOIS $600 ~~ GOmlll UJIE $920
16EDROOM
t ~~ U JAXDS IJJIE WQ· 11,~IOOO ~ LOFT $-490"
~~~121l'.iE.GVJiD ~
'COUPLE$30EXTKA

~ 457-8194
Chris B 457-4281 ,,.,
t
comce> Alpha'rental@aot.com crax>
t

800 East Grand Avenue • Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Phone: (618)457-0446• Fax: (618) 549-2641
"Selected units only.

-~····················~•··~··,

1 BDR/1, AVAIL NOW, clean, close
to SIU, deposit. rel, $275 per mo,
687-2475, Iv mess.

EARLY BIRD MOVE IN SPECIALS!

1 BDRM, CLEAN, quiet, grad studem pref, Ind traSh, no pets, unlum.
avail now, $3SO'mo, 529-3815.
1,2.3 BDRM APTS.hrdwd'llrs, cal!ledral ceilings, patios, clean, w/d, ale,
priced right, Van Awl<en 529-5881. ·

~BROOKSIDE MANOR

2 BDRM AFT above Mary Lou's
restauranl, no pets, 1st. last. and
deposit. can 684-5649.
2 BDRM AFT, near aab ortnard
lake, $300lmo, (618)282-2050
2 BDRM AFTS, close to c.unpus.
w/d hoolwp, $425-SOO'mo, lg bdrms.
can 529-4338 or 549-2993.
2 BDRM, FURNISHED & unfurnished, $400-$495. 1 bll( from campus,
no pets, call 457-5631.

,,· BRAND NEW\
l & 2 Bedrooms!

G&R
property .
Management
851 E. Grand

tffidrnn

708 W. Mill-1\JballApts.

1 nrc1roo111•
604 1/2 N. Billy B1}11n
312 1/2 W. Cherry
-back apt

.i02 N. James

409\V.Main
418 W. Monroe
312 & 314 W. Oak
300 N. Renfro
illtttffl!!
616&6161/2N.All)n
1007 Autumn Ridge
?05 \V. Mi!l-hJnallApts.

(2 Bedrooms Qiot)

900, 910, 920 F.. Walnut
-Phillips Village Apts.
500 N. Wcstridge
-Wcsthill Circle Apts.

a~

Crandplace Condos
1002\V.Grand
401 W. Sycamo:e

lilk!lml!!l
814\'l.Main
223! Country Club Rd.

Bonnie Owen Property l\Innngcmcnl.
816 E. Main St.
· 529-2054

$PRING $AVINGS
All UilllTIES INCLUDED &CABLE • 1MILE TO SIU
1-2-3 BEDROOMS• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
WALK-IN CLOSETS • PRIVATE STORAGE UNITS
LOCATED ON 20 BEAUTIFULLY L\NDSCAPED ACRF.S
AMPLE PARKING • SALUKI EXPRF.SS STOP ON PROPER1Y
1200 E. GRAND A~NUE 618-549~3600

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS
CALL FOR DETAILS OR STOP BY!!
.
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LARGE LUXURY 2 BDRM TOWN•
HOUSES, new conslJUdioo, wld.
d/w, c/a, swimming, fishing, avail
now, May & Aug, Glar4 City Rd,
many extras, 549-8000.

3 LARaE BDRMS, 1 balh, c/a,
w/d, M-:, / August leases
549-4808 (no pets)
Free Rental Ut at 324 W Walnut.

Duplexes

__________ ,
BRANO NEW, PROFESSIONAL
family, Beadle Or, 3 bdnn, 2 car ga.
rage, breaklast nook, master suile
w/whiri;,OOI tub, porch. $99Clmo,
457-8194, 529·2013, Ctvis B,
AlpharertalOaot.com.
__________

1

CARTERVILLE, 2 BDRM dup,
$280lm0, 903 Pear, an-ss7-898S.
C"OALE. CEDAR LAKE area, newer
2bdnn, now renting lot summer &
Ian, d/w, w/d, patio, quiet, private,
61_8_-89_3-_27
_ 26_·_ _ _ 1
_S500__
C"DAI.E, GIANT CITY road, luxury 2
bdrm, d/w, hOokupS, c/a, deck. car,
port, $650, avail April 1, 8!:13-2726·

ssso_._

::::::~~~:~
~~!v~Li'.:::::
•••.••••••.•.•.•..•.•549-3850 ......................
1 BDRM COTTAGE, an new ind lull
b31h, nice, (I\Jiel. $3-WmO, Aug
151h, Langley, 924-4657.

2 & 3 bdrm. c/a, w/d, nice & quiet
area, now, May, & Aug 549-0081
WWN.bur1<prt)perties.com.
2 AND 3 bedroom, c/a and w/d
hOokup, avail in Aug, pets ok, 1 year
lease, can 618-983-8155.
2 BDRM HOUSE, just came on the
4422.marl<et, near SIU, nice yard, 457.

2 BDRM HOUSES, $350-500,'mo,
on SIU bus route, no pets, can 5494471.
M'llORO, CLEAN 2 bdlTn. applian~~~/d hOokup. c/a, SSOO'mo, 687" 2 BDRM, AV/IJL now, w/d Mk•up,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ walktolllemaD,ref3101akeheights
1
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1
$350 plus dep, 618-253-6007.

:=' ;:~~~ ~~ ;~ge

area, no

•
•
•
•
NEW CON3TRUCT10N, 1 BDRM
luxury, on Lake Front, d/w, fl,..
place, garage, many extras, avail
now, May & Aug. 457-5700.

Houses

=========::I
MAY/ AUG LEASES
503,505,511 SAsh
319,321,406, WWalnut

S

306

~~~~\~::;:at.
avail Aug, no pets, 457-4548
3 BDRM HOUSE, huge, fenced In
back yard, concrete dry basement.
pets ok, can 549-3025.

4 bdrm- 305 W College,

\~i,
3;3;~::t.;~
106, Forest.
w

2 BDRM, BUILT 2001. cathedral
ceilillg, patio. $620, avail summer,
457-8194, S.."9-2013, Chris B,
www.dailyegyplian.com'A!pha.html
3 BDRM CARPETED, w/d, lg yd,
ale, great location. 6228 Counlly
Club Road, S600lrno, 457-4959.

S

~

College

2 bdrm- 305 W College
406, 324 W Walnut
1 bdrm-207 w Oak.802 w Walnut,
3101 Wetrerry, 1061 S Forest •

549-4808 (no pets)

3 BDRM HOUSES AV/IJL in May,
large yard. ale, w/d can :.49-2090.
3 BDRM, 517 N Oakland, wld,
S63C1-'mo, water, trash, lawn paid,
I.lay 15, 525-2531or 618-833-5807.
3 BDRM, BASEMENT,c/a,w/d

~~

Free Rental Ust al 324 W Walnut.

~~;:_usaa;:;~~-

:=========~1!::-1~~~~1e:
4 LARGE BDRMS, 1-2 bal!ls,
c/a, wld, Mayor Aug leas..,

54s:4808 (no pets) •
FrN Rental list at 324 W Walnut

2970·

--------3 BDRM, W/0, c/a, d/w, tun basement. avail June 1st. S795/mo, no
pets, dose to SIU, 549-4471.

CLASSIFIED

3-4 BDRM HOME, $20CVmo, per
bdnn, beautiful cooot,y setting,
swfmmlng pool privileges, near oon
Course, no pets, ref required, 529·
4808.
'

HOLLYWOOO beat Brad Pitt 10 this
415 bdrm, w/d, porch, l'lfdwdlT',rs.
dlw, ale, can Van Awken, 529-5881.

TOWNE-SIDE WEST
APARTMENiS AND HOUSES
Paul Br,ant Rentals
457-6664.
Charyl K, Paul, Dave

_we have you c:cwradl .......

3-4 BDRM HOUSES, near call1)US
ale, w/d, dean, nice, no dogs. $22525M>drm avail. M.1y15,201• 1087.
3-4 BDRM, 1-ct.OSE to SIU, w/d, 2
bal!ls, COZ'f, lg yd. pets? $720/mO,
1 yr lease, 529-8120.

5 !!ORM, 1 Dlk 1rOm SIU, at 609 S
Poplar, wld, c/a, 2 bath, $240 per
person, 967-0202 or 687-4Sn.
6 BDRM, CIA, w/d, 2 kitchen, 2 bath,
large living room. 1 blk Imm SIU,
avail Aug 15, 1 yr ll!ase, no do!;S,
caa 549-0081.
608 W CHERRY, 4 bdrm, avail Jur,c
ht. $940/mo, 705 N James, 2 bdnn,
avail new, $48Mn0, 529-4657.

APTS. HOUSES. & Trailers close to
SIU, 1,2. 3, 4, and 5 bdrm, tum, can
529-3581 or 529·1820, Btf311ts..
AV/IJLJUNE IST,singlefamity, recently remolded, 2 bdnn, witlase=·:~;:~~-can
303-1275 or 529-7223.
BIO, BEAi mFUL.. 6 person house,
avu Aug, recently remodeled, 2
ballvooms, lg new kitchen. energy
ellicient, new carpet, lg rooms. lg
closets, quiet neighborhood, off
street parl<ing, HUGE wing rooms,
You won·t lind a better house in
C"dale, close to caffl)US, 924-8225
or 549-6355.

CHECK OUT ALPHAS places wld,
d/w, whir1poOI M>s, master suites,
garages. fenced decks, cats consid
ered, 1-4bdrm.avai1May•June•
Aug, 457-8194 or 529-2013, ChrisB.
a~harentalOaot.com,
FALL 4 BLKS to campus, 3 bdrm,
wen kept, air, w/d, ro pets, lease,
529-7516 o, 684-5917.
FALL 4 BLKS IO campus. 2 bdrm,
wen kept, air. w/d, no pets; lease,
529-7516 or 684-5917.

fft

LG 5 BDRM home, close IO caff'4)US,
2 bath. d/w, ate. carport, fenced
yard, SchDlng Property Management, 549-0695.
t.11lORO, 2 BDRM, $31Mno, ale, 1
cat ok, rel, sum:ner o, Ian contract.
549-2888.
M'llORO, 2 BDRM, gas appl, fenced
yard pets ok, $3Sl/m0, also houses
in C"dale, 684"5214 •
NEW 2 BDRM, 2 car garage, whillpool lub, quiet. a-a~ summer, $660,
457-l1194, 529-2013, Chris B
www.dailyegyptian.com'Alpha.html.
NEW CONSTRUCTION AND newly
remodeled houses on MiU St.
central ale, dlw, w/d, and plenty of
parking, please can Clyde Swansoo,
549-7292 or 534-7292.

NICE CARPETED 3 bdrm & 4 bdnn
ro pets, rel, 1st. t.:st, security, 6846868 days o, 457-7108 evenings.

C'OALEJM·BORO, CLEAN, 3-4 bed·
rooms, section 8 ok. nice location,
hook-ups, porch. depOSil, can 9244327 or 529·1955.

www.dailyegyptian.com//lJpha.hlml

IDEAL FOR 2 GRADS, 3 BDRM,
ale, fuli basam'!fll. double garage,
yd, untum, w/d, S900/mo, 529-3507.

NICE 4 OR 3 bdrm. 300 E Hester,
403 W Pecan. 307 W Pecan, carpet.
ale, 529-1820 or 529-3581.

°'

THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
· HOUSING OUIDE AT
://www.dailyegyptian.com/dawg
house.html
WALK TO CAMPUS

Big shaded yards
Great rates
Some pets allowed.

Newt.Y REMODELeD 2 bdrm
house, cto5:9 to C3ll'41US, 529-1233.

DALE AREA. ~ACIOUS bar·
aln, 2 & 3 barn houses. w/d, car•
no pets, can 684-4145 684·

THE OAWQ HOUSE .

NICER 2 BDRM home for May 15th
c/a, w/d, $500 plus util, pref grad or
older, 00 dogs, 457-2724.
RENTALUSTOUT,comeby508W
Oak, in box on Ille porch, 529-3581
or 529•1820, Bryant P.entals.
STUDENT RENTALS AVAIL. now
May, and Aug, 2 & 3 bdrm, for more
Info can 549-2833 or 549•:1295.
5 bdrm houses, an with w/d,
me cla. list ol addresses in yard
1408 S Popular & in Daily Egypian "Oawg House Websile, Under
aper Ren'.ats•, no pets, can 684145 o r ~ .
•

Mobile Homes
- ....MUST see 12 bdrm trailer.........
....... $195/mo & upllll bus availv .......;
···--·Huny, few avail, 549-3850........
----------1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES,
close to campus, $225-$40G'm0,
water & trash Included, no pets, can
549-4471.

SchilUng Property Manauement
549~5.
WEDGEWOOD HILLS 2 & 3 bdrm,
furn, Vled..avaa now and lot August,
no pets, 1-4 weekdays, 549-5596.

Commercial
.Property

2 BDRM HOMES, waler, sewer,
trash pick-up and lawn care, laundromat on premises, GflSSOn MHP,
616 E Park, 457-6405, Roxanne
MHP, 2301 S 1Uinei$ Ave, 549-4713.
2 BDRM, UNFURNISHED trailer,
pets ok, trash Incl, $285/mo, references are required, can 457-5631.
BEl-AJRE MOBILE HOME park,
new 1.2 &3 bdrms, d/w,w'd, tum.
aJc, avail spring & fall sem, starting
at $200/mo, for more Info call, 81 B•
529-1422.
CARBONDALE, 2 BDRM, lo:aled In
quiet park, s15'»475/mo, cal 5292432 or 684-2663,
C"OALE. 1 BDRM, $235/mo, 2 bdnn

$250-$40G'm0, water, gas, lawn &

trash Incl, no pets, 800-293-4407.

C"OALE, 2 BDRM, trash ind, pets
ok. rel & security, $3001mo, alter
5pm, 833-6593.
C"DALE. VERY CLEAN 1 bdrm duplex, $250, tum, gas, waler, trash,
lawn cam, between L-,gan/SIU, ld&al lot single, no pets, 529-3674 or
534-4795.
FROST MOBILE HOMES, 2 bdrms,
$250, $300, SIU bus route, ver/
dean, 457-8924.

I liiii:iilalllilil:1!11-IM'itili!a;ilil
UST have own COs; Roel<; Aw,
rson after 1
at Skletracks

n

CUSTOMER SERVICE DRIVER
The SOUTHERN IWNOISAN has a
part-time opening for a CUstcmer
5eMce Driver. Tne shift is primarily
delivering shorlages In our market
area, computer processing worlc.
and occasional bade-up phone r:t:N•
erllQ&. Musi have a varld dllve(s license and proof ol auto Insurance.
~ vehicle is provided. Candidates must have good telephone
and customer SCfVice skills• .Approxlmatety 12 hourS per week. •
Applications may be picked up at
Southern nrrosan
710N.1DinoisAverue
Cartrndale, IL 62901

Or In our regional office located In II•
~nols Centre Man In Marlon.
On-line applieai;oo available at

ww,.,.lhesouthemcom

Pre-employment drug screering
MURPHYSBORO 1 BDRM mobile
home, very nee, kleal for 1 person,
private lot. no pets, lease req, cal
684-5649.

NEWER 2 BDRM, 2 bath, central
air, w/d hOokup, COU:llry selling,
please caU 684-2365.
·

required.
EOEMIF

$1500 weekly potential mailing our
dtaJlars. Free Information
203683-0202.

eaa

$250 A DAY potenliallb3rtending,
training provdng, 1-800-293-3985

eX1513.

.r·~. l.,,:· ,-..,.:,.

..

,"' :'

,

...,,

......,..

• lofted beds
• desk
• air conditioning
• laundry facilities
• appliarices
• pnvatc bathrooms

'.: -~...

-.f.,

'
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CLASSIFIED •:..
Avon Reps, NO Ouo!as, No Door-to- PROGRAM ASSISTANTS· Su~
Door, Free Shipping! Only $10 to
lues needed l::>r $&!Vices to adults
wllh severe and profound developStartt 1-80CM398-2868.
mental dlsabill!les. Al. thiflsavalla•
BARTENDERS, FEMALE, PT, WILL b!o. Musi have high schooVGED and
TRAIN, exc pay, Johnston City, 20
pass police background check.
minutes from C'dale, can 982-9402. $5.50'hr. Appl)' to START, 20 N.
131h SI. Murphystloro, IL.
CRUISE UNE, ENTRY level on
board positions avail, greal benefits.
941
-329·
RECORDS IMAGING SUPERVI•
SOR-Teclvlical school orhlgh
4
OEU CLERYJSTOCK. NOW taking
~~~rg
applications lor immecfiale opening , 15 passenger van and some lilting
at Amokfs Markel,
be avall
required. Plan work flow, fiaison with
during holidays & breaks, 1 i ml
: commerdal customers, .supelVise
1 and train developmenlall)' disabled
soulh on hwy 51, no phone calls.
adults using mla'Olilm and computer
equipment. $8-8.25'1lr plus excenent
fringe. Appl)' to START, 20 N. 131h,
DRIVER/ASS!ST/.NT NEEDED
Box 938, M"Boro, IL 62966.
FOR Friday &Salurday,529-1216.

----------!

~~==m.

----------1

WEDN~;~Y,
.

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile

Mechanic. He makes hOuse call$,
457.7994 0t mobile 525-8393.

~AR~-~;
-

-

20~.1rr~;GE 15 ·.

Are you, ~omin~ted_byj1he
right hemispher~ of
your brain?

::I'!'.~

must

SUMMER LF.ADEBSBIP
TBAOOHs·a OfflCEB
OPPDBTUHl'flE5!

----------1
EARN QUICK
SPRING BREAKMONEY
SMOKERS EARN $160 OR MORE
Participating in research.
Women & Men, 18-50yeaIS old,
who quaJlfy and complete the study,

are needed to partic'pate In re-

FRATERNITIES, SORORmES
CLUBS & STUDENT GROUPS
Earn S1 ,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy campuslundralser.
oom three hour fundtalslng event.
Does not involve credit card appf,cations. FundralsinlJ dates are fiUing
• quickly, so can today! Con!act cam-

pusrundralser.com al (888) 923-

search, students ar.:i N,,~ludents

3238, or visit www.campusfundra.ls·

vrelcome. Qualifications determined

er.co"!

b-J screeniniJ process. 453-3561.

Apply now for the Army
ROTC Leader's Tnining

Course. Earn pay plus 6
. Stu credits. Develop
yourtc:un-building and
decision-making slalls. Take a step toward future
, , Army officer
oppommilics. Call Major
Downey for dct:iils at:

If you are, then you could be a part of
the Daily Egyptian Ad Production team

453-7563

* Knowledge of Photoshop, Multi,-Ad
Creator or QuarkXPress necessary.

* Must be enrolled at SIU fo_r at least 6
c;edit hours.
*Must enroll for summer semester 2002.

•· Help.Wa~ttd
-w~ht-Pmdqction;,-=
• Must be registell!d
Spring Seme5ter 2002

• MllSt !me .it least

6 credit hours.

Nig~t Production
• Night Shift
• Previous press experience
• Strong mechanical helpful( Including that nn
aptitude a plus
small sheetfed fonn pn:SSeS.

Please Be Sure To Check
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On
The First Day Of Publication
The Dally Egyptian cannot be responsible for
more than one day's inco~ inserdon. Adv..rtiscrs
are nesponsible for checking their ad& for cnors on the
first day they appear. Errors not the !aultof the a,h=•
tlser which lessen the value of the advertlsemi,nt will be
adjusted.
·

All classified advertising inust be processed
bcf~re 2 pm to appc:tr in: the next dal·'s ·publicAtion.
Anything proces&ed after 2 pm will go In the following:
day's publication.

,,•

The Dawg House
is the premier
Internet guide to
rental property
listings in,
Carbondale.
Sponsored by the
Daily Egyptian, we
·drive a high.,
volume of
.targeted traffic to
your web pages,
: no matter where
they are_ listed.

AHDr,,oRL
Call 618-536·3311 and asl: for

·

Dat.-g House Ratc.s

·

Classified advertising must be paid in·a·d:..ince
except for those accounts with established credit. A service charge of $25.00 will be added to the advertiser's
account for every check returned to the Daily Ei;)-pmn
unpaid by tl1e ad,·erdser's bank. . Early <:ancellations of
classified ad,·ertisement will be charged a $2.50 setvice
fee. Any ref~nd under $2.SO will be forfeited due to
the cost of processing.
· All ad,·crtising submitted to the Daily Egyptian
is subject to appro,-al and may be revised, rejected, or
cancelled at any time.
The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit any :idi,ertise!11cnt.

A :,;ample of all nu,ll_,;rdcr items must be su'b- ·
mittcd and appro,-cd prior to deadline for'publication.
No ads will b<: mis-class~flt.-d.
Place.your ad by phone at 618•536-3311 Monday•
Friday 8 a.n1. to.4:30 p.n,. or .,•isit our office in the
Communicati~ns BuilJlni;,_ n>Dnt 1259.
Ad,-ertlsing-only

·

·-..r

Fax# 616-453-3246

·

f
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{!J .Jar\etr ·.ketr ·
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Family owned and operated since 1967.

Lunch served Dally lJ.,Jc
f!lundn.y nt noon

O Jann KMr. 2l>OI. M r1gllls ,...rwd.

529-9133 • Old Route 13 West of Carbondale

.,

Dormant Life

--------.by Shane Pangburn

°RepLl\olico.t\S o.re s~; H +r~;,18 +a d,!J u(' +ra.sJi
of\ Bill C,{r'tt-tc,11'5 se.x /;fe.,, "R~pc-tbt,·~11 ~~r-1- Rct::,
SA:,$ he l<t1ow.S C,/,"l'lfoll lied C\ t>o<A-1- h,"S ~{"fh0t't91ip
w:.f-i,, Ms. ~1.111151(~ , c:t.rfd +/,,qf ·J..,e. hqs -SC-l.U,'c.,'t!rrf::-. - evidtrtce +o file e,.r;11,'Actl c.h"ry~ ~Ms+- CIM~./~:r, ;.f. i<e.pt,(bt,·~rts a~ $0 hw1~ IA/J ov~r Se!X
. __ t,C-MdttlS , w'1j dorl+ +'1e::J tA.fe o.loou+ q// .;4,se
~ ~ . , :y,eop.e 13vc;l,i hefped ke,11:e~.G~ ¼f'~t.J a+-~ro,,?
,, -

Kids 1-5 Eat Free Buffei
with each adult pun:has.

lnrludes your delicious AU. YOO wr w tntiee.
·
plus unlimited soups. ulads, 1ppetiurs and desserts hom .
our Fo.:d Bu. Cmon & get it soon, btfore it's .all gone! ·

... -~_._--...._.......""
L~~nch Food Bar! Lunch Food B~r
,.._...... _c-,• ,-i-..-..-.... .... -~_,.,_._.,.,._...,,.._.,.~..,

...............

~

~

11o~day-Saturday ~
11am-4pm
,.~
~
.!:!;

99

!: Monday-S;;tumy
~ 99
11am-4pm
,.'1) DE

DE. :

-

Exp. 3/2&"02 :

~ia:
.... _

~~~

E,p. 3/2Ml2

~i;i

ir".::::.:r.l:~--~~==:-..=:=..
.

'-. -..

. .
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1 Heat scurco
6 Clrde

components
1O Ravcrt>crato

1--l'-'-+--+--

14 Homer's

enchantress
15 Bogrimo
16 Lai,cs of "This

,.
.,,,,,+++-1~m,,,,,..,
-1--1-~

Gun for Hire"
17 Bcdod<
18 Uma'sland
19 Ump's cal
20 Ha~ a d:ameter
22 Affll<CS firmly
24 Skedaddled
25 Read
28 Engages In

dialribe

.

29 Wild Asian dog
34 Overcame

11

.,

_.

,.

H:

38 Phone accessory . .,

~ ~coo.~n
42Floabngbndgo
supportS

43 Concluded
44 EagJo's ncsl
45 List 01
correctio,,s
47 Thompson Of

"The Remains of
51
55
57
58

the Cay"
Oelame

Home helper

Spy Mala
Tableland
61 Pcntt of Iha

movies

62 Portent
63 PC operalor
64 Advanced

gradually

,. ..

-_•t--~152:..

~,.:::...

c----... .

p,onecr

DOWN
1 Boa
2\Vc,dbelore

basincrwave
3 Wear down
4 Pungen!
5 B.Dolfare

.,.,.:-...--+-+-i

.. ...,., _ _

6 Cleo's snake

7 S/'\ad delicacy
8 Monty Python's
Flying_
9 Tums en a pr.ct
10 Loosen up
11 FX1ancled family
12 Sword 1>3rt
13 B.llfold r.ncr

21 AlfOwed 10 tw

::.>J Aroitra!e
26 Holiday

forerunners

27 Embarrassed
28 Flowed out

by Justin Barus and Andrew Feinstein

3 II
0 3
0,
N I
V l'I

3 3
00
11 V
3 /I
l'I 3

SN
N 0
I! 3
3 ,

00
I 1
1 V
OH

--

•=

. .,, ,, ...

30 Nimbull

33Seaeagles
34 Allol

35 Soon

36 Poker game
37Radial
38 Not guilly plea
40 Uk
42 Round, green

vegetable

I'M SO HAPPY YOO
WANT 10 00 SJMETillr-ti
OOTSIDE INm:AD OF

Solutions

S 1 N 3
VS
3 "
66 Edilorlal diredive 31 Potpourri
NV 1 V
67 Su1el plow
32 BolSMV!k Trotsky OH :> 3

65 Lalin being

ffl ..

,-+-,-+--+-~

0 t•
3 •
:Iii!
I 1

l 3 l S 5l 3 S S 3
I! 3 s n Iii N 3no
V S 3 n ~ I I! V H
.., ..,II 3 0 NV , s
II V l V 111! 3.,,,.
3 I 11 3 VII!! a 3 0 N 3
1 N 0 d Pi 0 3 II no 1
\" :I
S 3 :> I 1 N 3
I Olllll 0 3 II 3 1 S V l'I
Ot'l S 3 /IV II••
" s n II 3 d 1\:1 0 3 , "
n 3 :Jr;i "'s n I 0 VI!
· n II 3 d Iii N I! 0 0 V
IDS .. 3 :Ill I:>
!, s OIi Vlll n V 3 1 S

I DON'T. I WAS
TRYIN6i REVERSE
PSYCHOLOGiY

WATCHING 1V ALL DAY

""

s~

~. ,

44 l)pe ohvarran!
48 Roioolus' 1WV1
47 Fail 10 pay laJCl!S

due

,a Unite
49 Rumer
so Battery lermiNJ

'"""'""

51 Capon a cane
52 Escapes
53 War god
54 Five after lour?
56 Fiw:ed
590al0
60 Crealiwskil

A

IFREEUPI
WITH

Doonesbury

VERIZON WIRELESS·

by Garry Trudeau

THE BETTER WAY TO PREPAY

;;J.t~~i!W:i+:ii:":
" 'NO CREDIT-CHECK'~- .. ··'.:,,.,r.

_,:'·.. ,.:','NP.-MoNTHLY•B1·Lu?. ~;tf.\!.-·,. SIMPLE,'EASY;;AFFORDABLE/
. . EVERYONE APPROVEI! ·,t,:':
~

Mixed Media

'

•• •, • "<

,:- '" { .~.,

... ,

~ ·;

• ·.' .~

by Jack Ohman
Call Total Quality Wireless @

·1-800-282-7602
for a· location near

ou; ·
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SIU has sold its 600 tickets for Friday's game
against Connecticut, and the department spent
much ofTuesday attempting to bypass UConn
fans attempting to snag tickets through SIU so
that those affiliated with SJU can use the tickets.
Kowalczyk said that some of the people who
called in requesting tickets ha\'e also asked if
they can send in a check to support Saluki
Athletics. TI1at, said Kowalczyk, is wthe proverbial no-brainer.•
To supplement those incoming checks, the
department will al$o recei,·e $33,000 from the
:NCAA for e,1:ry· game it participates in, plus
some additional monev from the conference for
tht: games l\IVC schc,;;ls played. But Kowalczyk
said the NCA.A money is a drop in the bucket
compared to other ways the department should
be able to cash in from the Sweet Sixteen
appearance.
"lt's not a financial windfall in that respect,
but the other matters, like ticket sales, like marketing, like fund-raising - all of those things
are what you need to capitalize ont Kowalczyk
said.
How much of a difference the Salukis'
NCAA run "ill make on those areas remains to
be seen, but it's already C\ident that sales of
Saluki merchandise ha,,: taken a drastic rum.
Randy Johnson, manager of 7l0 Bookstore,
is one of sC\1:ral local merrhants riding high this
week, and ,\ith good reason. His store has been
swanned bv customers frantic to outfit themselves ,\ith'sa!uki gear, and especially the latest
NCAA clothing. Asked how sales have gone

the past week,Johnson simply said "up," and he
said it ,,ith a wide smile.
"\Ve have seen an increase in people wanting to wear maroon again,• Johnson said. "It's
now cool to wear the school colors."
&pect Saluki ticket sales to also be on the
rise, starting next year. The Athletic
Department was already taking names at
Tuesday night's pep rally of people interested in
~=n tickets for no.-r )'Car, and it's frequently
noted that the year af,er a team has an exceptional season is often ·when the biggest payoff
comes.
The basketball team's recruiting also stands
to benefit. Saluki guard Kent \V-tlliams said not
only ,\ill head coach Bruce \Vcber ha,-e more
pla;-1:rs' ears nm,· that SIU is a knm\'Il commodit;,, but it shoi•ld also help ,\'Ced out some
recruits who aren't a good fit.
"I think they realize they can come to a midmajor te.1m and still go to the tournament,
instead of maybe settling for a big school where
they're not going to get to play hardly at all,"
Williams said. "I think it will help us, and I
think it ,\ill help us get the right players, too.
~You get guys that want to come because
they want to win. Some guys will not come here
because they want to go someplace where
they're going to get playing time ... those are the
pla1-ers that you don·t want."
Weber isn't the only Saluki coach who
should have an easier time swaying recruits.
"It benefits not just mc:n's basketball - it
benefits all of our spom teams," Kowalczyk
said "Kids are now going to know who we are
because we're getting such national exposure.
The intense o.-posure we\-e gotten in Chicago,
St. Louis and Indianapolis can only hdp us."
Of course, the ultimate boon for SIU would

MEDIA
CO!',,'TlNUEll r'ROM PAGE 20

Saluki forward Tyrese Buie said the relatively
modest media coverage the team has received
throughout the year was an advantage in some
wavs.
·"I think it helps us because guys don't get too
big-hca• ed or too m·erconfident ,\ith seeing themself on Spomcenter or Fox Spom every night," Buie
said.1 think it's kind of kept the team lC\,:llicaded."
But that's a thing of the past. \Vith the added
attention comes some annoyances, such as dealing
v.ith the same questions ever and over.
On any given daj; the Saluki players answer the
same question time after time. \l'vtlliams said he
sometimes grows tired of having the same things
asked, but he also realizes the reporters arc just
doing their job.

TRACK
CO!-.'Tl!s'UED FROM PAGE

20

improvement and once they get into
competition you sec the change clearly,"
said junior distance runner Katie
Meehan.
.
For Meehan, her cc,1Sistence paid off
at the Indiana lnv'itational when she
placed fou.-th in the 5,000 meter run
with a· time of 18:04.75, a personal best.
The consensus is that the coaches
worked hard and helped accomplish the
goals that were set for the outdoor season.
"Our coaches were a big help and
support for us," Meehan said. "Tn.:-1
gave u~ a specific wor;.;out and were
always positi\·e that we would achieve
our goals."
'The coaches that the women said
they were fortunate to work v.ith ru-c
head coach Connie Price-Smith, aSS1stant coach Dee Dee Nathan and graduate: assistant Find:. Fallah.
•J work directly \\ith Dee Dee and
she is wonderful,~ Dunbar said. "She
really hdps us ~!!! ~ lot and gives us confidence."
Some of the othc~ women who had a
good season were Christen Carducci,
Katy Ritten, Julia Roundtr:e, Kelsey
Toussiant, Inna Tu='l>ky an:l many others.
"There wilf always be races where
you can do your best and :;ome where
)'):J may not, but as a team we stepped
up and sho,\-ed improvem_ents · all
around/ M~ehai1 said.
·

~;.,n Samantha RtJbimon can br
rtadxdat
· srobinson@dailyegyptian.com
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Saluki fan Joe Bryant grabs his receipt for some shirts and basketballs that he
bought for his children Kylie (left), Jack, and Samantha before attending the pep
rally at the SIU Arena on Tuesday.
be if the Salukis' success helps offset the
University's
disappointing
enrollment.
Kowalczyk is hopeful that the national attention
given to the Salukis ,,ill convince more students
to apply at SIU, as has been the case at other
universities that ha,-e achie\'Cd major athletic
successes.
Reganlless, it's already clear that the Salukis
have done more than their share in setting SIU

"I start to get a routine on and just answer it the
same way always," Williams said "I understand it
though. One person hasn't heard you answer the
question so you just got to respect the person for
doing their job."
Roberts is another player who tries not to
become annoj'Cd \\ith being asked the same questions repeatedly, but said he is more concc."!led with
what opposing pla)-ers think about him than what
reporters do.
.
"I like answering questions," Roberts said. "l'm
just glad people are giving us attention and respect,
but I'd rather have respect from my opponent than
from the media."
]a)' Schwal, contributtd ltJ this articlt.
&pt;rter]ms Defu ran bt
rtachedat
jdcju@dailyegyptian.com

NEWS

up for a more promi.,ng future.
1 don't know what the value is - we'd have
to have a study done," Kowalczyk said. "But the
University and the region are just benefiting
immeasurably by all that exposure."

MERCHANT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

Callahan is not too worried because
he knows that throughout the season,
his players will see plenty of time at the
plate and in the field.
If the Salukis can continue to balance their roster, while keeping problems of rustiness to a minimum, they
should have the kind of season that hasn'fbcen seen around these parts in nC\11'-ly 12 years.
Going into the season finale this
year at Wichita State, the Salukis hope
to have a possible league title on the line
when they take on the perennial powerhouse Shockers.
But before they can even tlunk

As you Hke it: NC/AA
AndrewEJagnato

Jay &lr.vab can be
rttuhed al
jschwab@dailyegyptian.com

about that, they have to take care of the
rest of the confe.-ence, a task ,vhich
begins this Friday when SIU hosts
Bradley.
SIU was picked to finish eighth in
the MVC, just ahead of Bradley, a selection that disappointed Callahan and his
players. However, he believes it may
cause other teams to look· past the
Salukis, · a decision they are sure to
regret.
When SIU takes on Bradley this
. weekend, it will look to use the Braves
as sacrificial lambs in its quest to prove
to the rest of the MVC that they are no
longer the doormats of the conference.
&porter Todd Merchant can bt
rrachtdat
tmerchant@dailyegyptian.eom

delivers

Consider UCLA, Missouri, chance to do some damage.
Location is eYerything. The Illii!ois and KentucJ..y. That's orie
Damage was done, to be sure. CNCAA officially fim\ns on wager- quarter of the suniving field. Ea~ USA resembles Wacker Dm~ near
{KRT) - The first and second ing.13ut heres a safe bet: the NCAA team was in the AP prcseason Top its hcadquartcrs: tom up.
rounds of the NCAA tournament v.il!takcahardlookatthcdecisionto 10,andeachtumbledoutofit.
No. 5 Matquette lost to 11thoffered a little something for C\,:ry- place t=ns as close to campus as
Coadung cxpc:riena: can mean a seeded Tulsa in the first round No. 9
one.
possible in the early rounds.
lot. Or it can mean little. During the Charlotte lost to eighth-seeded
Like underdogs? Kent State and
It w:zs supposed to make it easier regular season, former Indiana ooach · Notre Dami: in the first round Then
Southern Illinois swept to the Sweet for fans to follow their teams and Eob Knight seemed to be working a came the:' most painful• blow: the
Sixteen. \Vyoming, Creighton, help boost gate i:eo::ipts. But it result- miracle at Texas Tedi. The Red Bc:arc.11s'loss to UCLA in the second
North Carolina:Wtlmington and ed in some unfair matchups. The Raiders came into the NCAAs with round
most glaring was third-seeded 23victorlcs,14morerhanayearago.
· Conference USA is 21-24 allTulsa staged spl:;shy upsets.
Like powerhouses? l-n-e of the six MississippiStatelm-ingtoplayNo.6 But they fuzled in the first round timeintheNCAAs.Pcrhapsaname_
"iuningcst programs in NCAA Texas in Dallas on Sunday. The when former Purdue assistant Bruce change is in order: Conference
tournament histor:,~No. 1 Kentuck); Longhorns did nothing during the WcbercoachedKnightofftheUniteo DOA.TheSEC.lsowasabust,with
No. 3 UCLA, No. 4 Duke, No. 5 season to merit such pampering. For Caitcr floor in Weber's first NCAA Mississippi State, F1orida, Georgia
Kansa~ and No. 6 Indiana-are still that matter, neither did fourth~- tournament game as a head coach.
and Alabama all losing to lower seeds
alive.
ed Illinois, which enjoyed two virtual
Weber knew exactly how to pre- and Ole Miss exiting in the first
Like dran,a? A No. 1 seed, home games in Chicago.
~ . for Knights vaunted motion round
Cincinnati, went down, and twr- othMeanwhile, Big Ten tournament offense-and Weber also knC\V it
Three Pac-10 teams arc aliveers, Kansas and Duke, had to 5\\1::lt champ Ohio State, which S\Vept two would be easier to defend when play- Arizona, Oregon ::nd UCLA-which
out \'lctones over Holy Cross and
games with Illinois, was packcrl offto ei:s such as Calbert Cheaney, Brian is no smprise to anyone in that
Notre Dame, respectively. The Albuquerque, where it lost in the sec- .E\'ans and A4n Henderson aren't might}· league. "The. wars \\-C had
Dookies are fortunate they didn't . ond round
running it.
. C\'Cl')' T'-:usday and Saturday prc1..ootion could pby a critic.ii role
Knight, who is 2-7 in· the pared· us for this,w UCL.As .Matt
ha\-e to play the Fighting Irish on St.
Patrick's Day.
;igain this week. Eighth-seeded NCAAs since l 994, is fi'Cc to go · Barnes told the: Los Angeles Tunes.
Like courage? Two da)'l> after UCLA, which spent last weekend in . hunting. -Maybe Cincinnatii.. Bob:. , But tl1e Big 12 came out looking
severely spraining his left ankle, Pinshwwi, gets to play in San Jose, Huggins can accompany him. the bcst. lt produced a quarter of ilie
Kansas guard Kuk Hinrich pb)'Cd an hour's flight, from Westwood, Between tl1cm, Knight and Huggins · Sweet Sixteen: Kansas andT= in
while higher-seeded Oklahoma has ha\-e 1,286 careenictones. . ·
the Mid\\1:St and Oklahoma and ,
valiantly against Sunford.
There wa, a lot to like in the first to fly more than 1,500 miles to reach . By comparison, W~ and Kent Missouri in tl1e West.
It's possible for the Big 12 to land
two rounds. Now comes the good the same destination;And the Illini States .Stan Heath entered tliis
part: 12 games.
four days to ~ have hea,iei crowd support .son ',\ith a combined 51 · Di\ision I. four berths in the Elite. Eight, and if
'decide who g-ves to the Final Four than top-seeded Kansas wh.cn _the • ,\ins, You .cm find them breaking t!Ja,~l?ppe~ Big 12_ m'3ls ".ill face
and who disappean: into tlli: ~ts of school! meet Friday in M:idison; down oppono,ts' game tape.; this . cacli- other· ir\ the· finals of the
• _ .· -..
• • ·,-week•... : , : , ,
,
. . . Mid,~,:sta1~Westrcgionals.
bracket histoiy. A few imp_n:ssions .\V-15. ._, ,
during the calm between the first ar.d · The'i-cgu_lar season is ml"ii-.ing_. .. · Confeffll~.call: As the tourney . And thcii the 6-y::u--old Big 12
second weekends of the NCAA less. We':tire:idy susp«tcil 'is' i,nildi; · . tipped off, the folks at t:hic:tf,'0'."based .• ,,i:r.i.ld be a5SUred of p!ac!ng its. first :
.ConfCR:'?ce USA were relishing the representative in the: Final follf.
to~amept,. ?ther:~is~._kp1,·wn as : bot the regionals have ronfmncd it.
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Women's track proud of season
Samantha

Robinson

·

Daily Egyptian
Making predictions on a season
is not something the SIU women's
track and field team likes to do. If
they did, the accomplishments
made would have been on top of
the list.
•. ·
The.Missouri Valley Conference
Championships was the bst meet
of the indoc,r season, wrapping up
February 22-23. Junior Latrice
Gray won the title in the high
jump, but she did nor qualifj·forthe
NCAA Championships.
The women closed the season
satisfied with the accomplishments_
made by indi\iduals as well as the
team as a whole.
The biggest highlight from the
indoor season took place at the
MVC Championships when
sophomore Korto Dunbar, a transfer from Seton Hall University,
broke the school record in the 60metcr hurdles record with a time of
8.66. The old record was set in
1987 by Kathleen Raske (8.82).
•To come here and break a
school record is a good feelingt
Dunbar said. "I'm doing things here

·

Softball• games
rained out

tc~ attained a lot of the set goals·,
but 1could have done better." · ·
·Tue most disappointing meet
for Beitl_er was at Butler University
when she competed in the mile, but
.
had to run in the heat' alone.
, Throughout . the season, the
women praL-ticed and trained at a
li:vel that would help them contin- ·
_uc to improve and peak when it was
necessary.
"We train hardest during the fall·
and indoor season because our
coaches want to raise our stamina
and keep us at a steady level and
peak when we need tot said freshman jumper Mariann Ahuna.
When assessing a team from the
beginning of die season to the end,
results are looked at and a final
analysis of the team's performance
is presented. For the women, there
was no need to wait until the end of
tlie season to sec the progress in~i,idually as well as a whole.
"Most athletes stay at their abiJs
ity IC\·el th.--oughout the season, but
in practice you can see the steady

' ' Our coaches were a
big help for US, They ·
gave us a specific
workout and were
. always positi.ve that we
would achieve our
goals. ' ,
Katie Meehan

junior cfistance runner

in one season that would have taken
longer to accomplish at Seton
Hall."
Dunl:iar was .sold on · the
University when the track program
and coaching staff was brought to
her attention: She felt the coaches
would take her to the level she
wanted to compete at.
Other highlights from the season include Noa Beitler (mid 0 distancc) being named· the MVC
"Track athlete ·of the week" in
February and Gray (jumps) earning
"Field athlete of the week" in
January.
"I run pleased with the way the
season endedt Beitler said. •The

lhe SIU softball team's doubleheader

Murphysboro,
· softball set for
April 20-~1

~~~::tuled

at the University of Tennessee-Maron;
for 2 pm. today, has

lhe UTM softbaD team did not tarp its
fieldbeforeitsspringbreaktriptoflorida,

~;:8of~~field to absorb about four
lhe Salukis have now had 10 games
canceled this season because of

inclement weather.

lhe. doubleheader will not be
rescheduled.

Daugherf:3t to
speak at Boost~r
Club luncheon
The Saluki Booster dub ·wi1I host its
monthly· luncheon at noon this
Thursday.at Mugsy McGuire's, 1620 W.
Main SL
Sl!J .women's golf head coach
Diane Daugherty will be this week's
featured speaker. 'The luncheon is
open to the public.

lhe 27th Annual Men's Slowpitch
Softball Tournament benefiting the
Southern Illinois Special Olympics Will
take place April 20-21 at llivfflide Parle
and Williams Field in. Murphysboro.
1he entry for the double-erunination ·
tournament is SlOO and the deadline to
sign up is Apn1 l 6.
for more information, cnntact Uoyd
54 3 94
Nelson at 9- l .

IV1urphysboro Park .
District announces
softball
registration
The Murphysboro Parle District \\ill
have registration for its Riverside Parle
adult summer softball leagues April l·S.
There will be both a men's and a coed cfrvision. Play begins April 15.
Rosters and additional information
can be obtained from Uoyd Nelson at
549-3194.

Southern Illinois'
Premier·
Entertainment
Venue

See TRACK, page 18
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Too much.of
a.good thing?

Jens Deju

Daily Egyptian
Prior to tl-.e start of the NCAA
tournament, f::w people across the
countrv knew what a Saluki w:is.
No~,. that people k.'loW, they can't
get enough.
·
Sinre returning from Chicago
following their second round upset
of No. 3 seed Gemgia and earning a
berth in the Sweet S~"teen, the
Salukis have been bumbarded "ith
media intenicw requests from both
local and national press outlets.
On Tuesday alone, reporters
from ESPN, CBS and Fox Spor:s
were all seen wallcing around Lingle
Hall TI)ing to get a piece of the
Salukis.
The No. 11 seeded Salukis
be showcased on sports shows ranging from CBS' Road to the Final
Four to Fox Sports' Best Damn
Sports Show Period.
Sill junior guard Kent Williams
h:is received most of the inter\'icw
requests, and he said it is something
he is enjo)ing.
"It's neat," \l'vtlliams said. "It's
something that you dream of and
you want to happen to you ... this is
the stuff that ] ha,·e grown up
watching all my life and dream:ng
of. Then when it happens to you,
you don't e\'en think about it until

,,ill

DAILY EGYPTIAN PHOTO - ALEX HAGLUND

Saluki fom1arJ Jermaine Dearman talks on the phone in the basement of the United Center
after a press conference and a number of interviews following his 25-point game ilgainst
Georgia. Dearman and other Salukis have become the focus of national media attention after
·
advancing to the Sweet Sixteen.
maybe when it's mtt. Right now, just sec all these guys on TV all the
you just ha,'C fun "ith it.''
time doing the things that you're
Another Saluki being hit with doing right now. It's just a good feelrepeated requests is forward ing. I'm just taking it all in right
Jermai.'le Dearman, who had a com- nmv, I'm just taking it all in stride."
ing out party O\'er the weekend by
One of the biggest names that
scoringl7pointsag.ainstTc:xasTech h:is jumped on the Salukis' bandin the first round and 25 ag.ainst the wagon is ESPN college b:isketball
Bulldogs.
commentator Dick Vitale. Talk
The personable junior said while about SIU h:is become a nightly
he enjoys all the attention h~ and the occurn:nce on the sports network
team arc attracting, it h:is been a bit giant, and Dc:uman said he Im-es
O\'en,,.helming.
hearing Dickie V rant and m'C
Kl\'C done so many intcnie\,-s . about the Salukis.
this weekend, you knm\·, I did like
"Man, it's great. I think Dick
50 inten-irn-s mant Dc:uman said. Vitale, he is college b:isketball mant
"It's amazing, just to look from Dearman said. "That's just like the
where you were two years ago ••. you greatest commentator to me besides

Stuan Scott. Those two gu}-s, if you
get any of those two gu}'S talking
about you, you're doing something

speciru."
Senior center Rolan Roberts said
all the attention is especially strange
sinu: they have been little more than
an afterthought all season long to
mostofthe national meci ...
"They ha,'Cn't talked about us all
year·c:xpect once or mice," Roberts
said. "{Vitale] said he's offour bandwagon. I heard him say that, he said
UConn's going to win. I think he's
been sa)ing that e\•ery game we\'C
played, 50 \\'C'll be all right."

See MEDIA, p~ge 18

SIU cashing in on Salukis' sweetness
Wh:uis)"OUI"

pm;liaion for SIU-.

Jaf Schwab
Daily Egyptian

i;amc ai;:iinst UConnr

The DAJLY EGYrn...» is
intC?cstcd in 1-our take.

Email us at
cditor@.iu.alu with
)'OUT final score
pn:diaion :md a brief
,:xplan:l!ion of )'DIii"
rea>oning. We v.ill prim
a sa.'11pling in Frida,•
J'13PC1, Be= to include
\'OUl'O.~IDC.)'C31'in

>ehool hom=n. and
mcljor if )'OO'tt a >tu<knt.
orjll5l\-ourll3mcand
homeioi.n if you're not.

SIU Athletic Director Paul
Kowalczyk is presiding O\'er a circus,
ancl he couldn't be happier to be the
ringleader.
The phones around the Athletic
Department were going haywire
Tuesday \\ith fans interested in bu)ing
NCAA tickets, and that's not to mention the mounting number ofinter-ie\\'
requests from the media. ·
Kowalczyk couldn't e\'Ctl venture to
the polls to \·ote Tuesday without being
badgered by pecpl~ \\-anting to talk
Saluki hoops, and that's just fine by him.
"Pure pandemoniumt Kowalczyk
~aid of the p:ist couple da)-s. "It's truly a

HEY, JUDE. I ORDERED
THAT HAIR·PIECE OFF
THE INTERNET. ANY
DAY NOW THE WOMEN
WILL BE DROPPING
AT MY FEET.

\

circus, but you wouldn't \\'allt to have it
any other way.
"It's 50 exciting for the team, the
coaches, the Athletic Department and
certainly for the University and the
whole region. \Ve could not have possibly scripted out a better scenario.~
Both the short-term and long-term
implications of the SIU men's basketball team's Sweet Sixteen appearance
could be the perfect tonic for many of
the challenges that plague the depanment.
SIU's Athletic Department has been
hurting for money for years, and is still
attempting to dig itself out of hundred~
of thousands dollar, worth of a deficit.
The department has dra,m criticism for
not being as successful in attracting

donations as it needs to be, which
Kmvalczyk has been attempting to con~
front in the year and a half he's been at

sru.

Suddenly, that assignment has
become a whole: lot easier.
·
"PCPplc: are donating, and they're
not e,.·:n being asked," KO\valczyk said.
"I'm net talking about hundreds of
thousan$ of dollars, .but people arc
stepping up and wanting to be a part of
the program and doing so by ·spending
monC)~
"We expect to see some major
donors in Syracuse that haven't been
,\-ith us to this point, so that'll hdp as

well."
See CASI:', page 18.

UHHI MY COLOR 15 NO
.LONGER IN PRODUCTION(
ALL THEY HAVE ARE·
GREEN AND PURPL!:l
· HOW-AM I GONNA GET
:ADATE NOW?
.

Vvith an 11-4 record and a team
bursting \\1th talent and confidence, the
only thing that may keep the SIU baseball team from ha,ing one ofits best seasons in nearly a decade could be the fact
that it is too loaded. .
The Salukis are chock-full ofpitching
aces and able-bodied hine..-s, 50 much so
that there is not enough room for all of
them. Ha,ing 50 many options to choose
from would seem like a coach's dream.
HC\\'CVer, with so many pla)'CI'S jocke)ing
for pla}ing time, a lot of talent is being
squandered
The best proof of this is the Salukis'
bullpen, which h:is been the one clunk in
an othenvise sturdy suit of armor.
Besides strong outings from Eric
Haberer and PJ. Finigan, SIU rclim:s
ha\'e been subpar at best.
This, however, is not necessarily due
to a lack of skill or ability, but because of
rusty anns that ha,'C not seen much
action 50 far this season.
On average, . Saluki rclie\'Crs have
thrmvn less than. four innings on the
mound, which is due mostly in part to a
starting rotation that, to this point in the
season, h:is appeared to be nearly impenetrable:.
.
.
Sill head coach Dan Callahan does
nul ;cc his bullpen's need for innings as a
necessarily negam'C thing, sa}ing it's a
good problem to ha,'C when his starters
arc going so late into games.
Jake AIICJ~Jercl Deitcring and Luke
Nelson . have already accrued 90 2/3
innings in this young scasor., with
Deitering having tossed two complete
games and Ndson thrmving one of his
O\\'ll,

The need for pla)ing time is not a
problem exclusive to the bullpen, hm\TVer.
As the season began, injuries to several key pla}'Crs opened up spots for
. • ne\vcomers like Toby Barnett and Ross
Kowzan who ha,·e flourished in their
starting roles.
Hm\'CVer, with Justin Maurarb and
Scott Hankey back from injuries, sever. al pla}'CI'S arc attempting to see action.
• Callahan h:is done a good job so far of
juggling the lineup, but as the season
drags on and injuries ine\-itably occur,
Coach Cal may have to plug in inexperienced players during key situations in
games.

See ME_RCHANT, page 18

